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State University coeds were among
the top ten finalists in Saturday
night's Miss Kentucky pageant. Toni
l.nne Sparks, Miss Green River
Valley, was fourth runner-up; Karen
Gordon, Miss Paducah, was third run-
ner-up; and Jane Marie Wagar, the
onlv Murray contestant in the com-
petition, was among the top ten
finaists. Crowned as the new Miss
Kentucky was Miss Lake Cumberland,
Victoria Harned of Leitchfield. Miss
Wagar, the 19-year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert j. Wagar of
Murray, performed a toe dance as
her talent in the Competition.
Staff Photos by David H41
Reagan Makes Clean Sweep
Of State GOP Committee Posts
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) — The
Ronald Reagan forces have made a
clean sweep of all state Republican
committee posts for the national
convention despite vehement criticism
from President Ford's camp that the
move will harm the party.
To no one's great surprise, the
Reagan backers took a total of II posts,
including those on four committees
which could have some impact on the
national convention.
Time and again, the Ford elements
tried vainly to balance the two mem-
Former Inmate Wants
To 'Blow The Whistle'
EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — A former
Kentucky State Penitentiary inmate
says he wants to "blow the whistle" on
the former prison warden and other
officials regarding alleged wrongdoing
at the prison.
Billy Truman (Crip) Delaney, 45,
says he rose to power as the "No. 1 rat"
at Eddyville and held sway over prison
"hustles" and even carried out a
murder "contract" for former Supt.
Henry Cowan.
Delaney was paroled earlier this year
from Eddyville, where he was serving
two consecutive life sentences for
murder and armed robbery. He was
also given a 21-year sentence for
manslaughter in the stabbing death of a
fellow intimate.
Now living in Phoenix, Ariz., where
he is "doing right," Delaney recently
telephoned a Louisville newspaper
The Courier-Journal) to describe his
life at Eddyville.
Cowan was fired as superintendent at
the western Kentucky prison last month
and is now an associate warden at Iowa
State Prison.
Delaney said he took murder con-
tracts from prison officials and knew of .
other such contracts taken by
prisoners.
He said he killed inmate inmate Paul
Campisano, 26, with the knowledge and
endorsement of prison officials after
C,ampisano interfered with one of
Delaney's profitable prison "hustles."
The "hustles," Delaney said, in-
cluded selling clothes manufactuFed in
the prison clothing plant to guards and
prisoners and sharing the proceeds
with Cowan. He said he also was
involved in the "sale" of young
prisoners as homosexual partners for
other inmates.
Delaney also said he and two prison
officials took part in the sale of drugs to
inmates.
Because of his special relationship
with Cowan, Delaney said he had an
annual income of $15,000 to $20,000
while in prison.
An investigative commission ap-
pointed by Gov. Julian Carroll con-
ducted polygraph examinations on
prisoners who alleged wrongdoing in
the prison. Some of the tests indicated
the prisoners were telling the truth.
However, Cowan and other prison
officials also took polygraph
examinations, which showed they were
telling the truth when they denied
involvement in some specific cases of
alleged wrongdoing.
Reached in Iowa, Cowan said he
knows nothing about Delaney's charges
and added: "I'm no longer involved in
corrections in the state of Kentucky"
hers to each committee, but were
swamped by a tide of votes from the
opposition.
"I think it would be a great mistake to
come forth with all eight from the
Reagan forces," said Robert Gable of
Stearns, a Ford supporter and the
GOP's gubernatorial nominee last
year.
And his words were echoed by Harry
Hoe of Middlesboro, who told his
colleagues: "You've forgotten that
President For carried the state.
You've told us yoCdon't need us."
Former Gov. Louie Nunn and 4th
District Congressman Gene Snyder,
who both favor Reagan, were elected
co-chairmen of the delegation. Mrs.
Sam Guggenheim of Marion, another
Reaganite, was elected permanent
secretary.
The Ford forces knew they could not
stop the election of Nunn and Snyder
and did not try.
Instead, they concentrated on at-
tempting to place one of their men or
women on each of the four committees
This would have been in line with the
results of Kentucky's May 25 primary*
in which the President obtained 19
delegates to 18 for Reagan.
It would have been out of kilter with
the state GOP convention last April

















attended the first Calloway County
Dairymen's Picnic held Saturday, June
26, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray State
University Livestock and Exposition
Center.
This event, sponsored by the
Calloway County Ladies Auxiliary of
the American Dairy Association, was
an attempt to unite the dairymen, their
families, and other members of the
dairy industry in an effort to impress
upon the consumer and themselves,
just what the $21 billion dairy industry
means to the entire nation, a
spokesman said.
Miss Alene Paschall, First District
Dairy Princess, presided at the
gathering following the meal including
homemade ice cream. She thanked the
people who planned and organized the
dairymen's get-together which in-
cluded Jim Walston representing Ryan
Milk Company, Bill Cherry, Ted
Howard, and members of the Calloway
County June Dairy Month Com-
mittee—Beverly Shelton, Darlene_
Paschall, Joyce Tidwell, Marilyn
McKinney, and Katie Letterman.
Special guests that made con-
tributions to the dairy industry who
were introduced were Kieth Letterman,
vice-president of First District ADAs;
Mrs. Sam Howard of Mayfield,
secretary-treasurer of First District
ADAs; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Myrick from
the Paducah Division of Dairymen,
Inc.; Carl Moore representing the
Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
The highlight of the evening was a
dairy speech given by Miss Sandra
Stark, Calloway County Dairy Prin-
cess. Miss Paschall presented her a
certificate and a check on behalf of the
Calloway County June Dairy Month
Committee and the American Dairy
Association. Miss Stark will compete in
the First District Dairy Princess
contest at Mayfield this fall.
15' Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
Over $16 Million Spent
For Food In Local Area
For most Calloway County families,
incomes were up in the past year and
the rise was reflected in the amount of
business done by local retail stores.
According to a new market report,
consumer outlays for goods and ser-
vices in the local area compared
favorably with expenditures made in
the previous year. To a considerable
extent, however, inflation contributed
to the increase in the dollar volume.
The findings are contained in a study
just released by the Standard Rate and
Data Service. It shows just how much
was spent locally and in other sections
of the country for food, cars, clothing,
furniture and general merchandise.
In Calloway County, a large part of
the outlay was for food. Out of every
dollar spent in local retail stores, ap-
proximately 19 cents went to super-
markets, bakeries, butcher shops,
grocery stores, delicatessens and the
like.
All in all, the sales volume in stores
selling food for home preparation and
consumption added up to a grand total
of $16,028,000.
This was solely for take-home food. It
does not include the amount spent in





Congressman Carroll Hubbard today
announced Murray State University
will receive a Basic Grant of *$3,930
from the College Library Resources
Program of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
The grant funds must be used to
acquire academic library materials
such as books, periodicals, magnetic
tapes, phonograph records, edio-
visual materials and other related
library ma teriak
The FY 1976 Federal appropriation of
$9,975,000 for this HEW program
permitted a maximum funding level of
$3,930 per eligible applicant. The U. S.
Office of Education approved 2,560
Basic Grants.
drinking places.
If the expenditures were to be divided
equally among the local population they
would average out to $1,590 per
household.
Stronger consumer buying was also
in evidence in other local stores, the
report shows.
Sales of automobiles, trailers,
motorcycles, boats and other
automotive equipment reached
$22,356,000.
Department stores and other stores
carrying general merchandise
recorded a total of $8,167,000.
Apparel and specialty shops, in-
cluding those selling hats, dresses,
coats, shoes and other articles of
clothing, had a gross of $3,482,000.
Furniture and house furnishings
establishments accounted for
$4,299,000.
In recent months there has been a
further increase in business activity
generally. Consumers, less worried




"Happy Birthday America," a bi-
centennial program, will be presented
at the Ellis Center at 1:30 p.m. on
Thursday, July 1, by the Senior Citizens
and Golden-agers of Murray and
Calloway County.
In addition to the "Swing and Sway"
band performance, a variety program
of musical numbers and skits will be
presented by the two groups.
Verona Grogan, director of the -senior
citizens, extends an invitation to the
public to attend. There will be no ad-
mission and complimentary refresh-
ments will be served following the
program, Mrs. Grogan said.
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and warm with a
chance of thundershowers today and
tonight. High today in the mid to upper
80s. LOW tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
Partly cloudy and a little cooler with a
chance of showers and thundershowers
Tuesday. High in the low 80s. Wed-
nesday a chance of showers.
Miss Alene Paschall, First District Dairy Princess, left, presents Miss Sandra
Stark, Calloway County Dairy Princess, with a certificate and check at the
Calloway County Dairymen's Picnic held Saturday at the Murray State Univer-
sity Livestock and Exposition Cen&r.
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Calloway County's 4-H Dairy Judging Team left today to compete in the
State 4-H Contest tomorrow in Lexington. They are, left to right, front row,
Kathy Stubblefield, sponsor, Mike Rogers, Gina Shipley, Kelly Lovins, Ted
Howard, sponsor, back row, Kenneth Paschall, Kerry Wyatt, Debra Tucker,
Marilyn Howard, and Dana Shipley.
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MAYFIELD PATIENT
James David Elkins of
Murray Route Seven was










J. C. Goodman presented Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, librarian, with a framed and
signed copy of his new print, -Heap of Livin- for the Calloway County Public library.
This is a second in a series of "A Vanishing Era." Goodman works mostly in oils and
now paints local scenes of Kentucky and Tennessee. He became a Kentuckian twenty-
four years ago after growing up on a ranch in Oklahoma_ He showed his work at the
Land Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Show June 26 and 27.
I tot
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"Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry" (PG)










By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ,X.,,,X;X.X.X.X.X.X.:••
I picked a perfect flower this
morning and as I looked at it,
in its intricate beauty, I
marvelled that one blossom
could be so faultless. Every
petal was complete, unspotted
and flawless. This was a
bulbous Begonia from my
son's garden and I rarely have
seen such a perfect blossom. I
couldn't help but think of the
beauty there is in all of
nature's treasures. If we just
stop and examine a flower, a
leaf, a tree—we will find the
same wholeness, com-
pleteness, entirety. Nothing is
left undone in nature. What a
marvelous creation is ours
Further proof Of the beauty
of nature was revealed to me
when a wing of a Cicada
wafted into my lap. I picked it
up and closely examined it
and I found a thing of exquisite
splendor. The iridescent
paper-thin covering was
stretched over a network of
hairlike braces that made a
pattern of intricate beauty.
I saw a big orange and black
butterfly light gracefully on a
flower nearby and I saw the
gorgeous colorins of the
wings. the complicated
structure of this one small bit
of the animal kingdom.
There is no end to the
marvelous enchantment that
we see around us every day
and we give it only a passing
thought. How can one really
see these things and not
believe in the God who created
them all in such perfection, is
more than I can understand.
No man could ever make
such loveliness—plant or
animal—with the delicateness
and yet with the splendor of
the blossom, the butterfly or
the Cicada. Take the time to
examine these things
carefully, with wonder in your
heart for the treasures around
you.
Did you know there is a bill
before both the House and
Senate in Washington to make
the Marigold our national
flower? I have thought it was a
good idea ever since Senator
Everett Dirksen talked about
it some time ago. There are
many good reasons for this
choice. One being that it is
native to the American
Continent and nowhere else in
the world. . .It is hardy, it is
easily obtained, it is colorful,
is not susceptible to disease It
can be grown anywhere in the
U.S., requires little attention
and seems to me to be an
excellent selection. I have
received some material about
this from Mrs. Dudley
Lampkins that is most in-
teresting_ If you like the idea,
tell you congressman about it.
We need a national flower
The rose has been suggested
but it is of European origin





The Murray Open DuplIcdte
Bridge Club met on Wed-
nesday, June 23, with three
tables of bridge at Gleason
Hall, North 12th Street, next to
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
In first place and playing
duplicate for the first time
were Tony Montgomery and
Bill Gratzi. Second place was
a tie between the teams of Ann
Williams and Wally Ellison
and Ruth and Bob Howard.
All interested persons are
invited to attend the sessions
held each Wednesday at seven






Gen. Del. Murray, Mrs. Betty
Wimberley, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn., Thomas Barnett, Rt. 6,
Murray, Miss Barbara
Ramsey, Rt. 8, Box 780,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie St. John,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss Lochie
Cathacart, Box 174, Hazel,
Paulette Hazey, 413 S. 12th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn Shekel!,
Rt. 3, Murray, Terry Staggs.
Rt. 1, Clinton, Steve Parker,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Lou
Pierce and Baby Boy, .Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Patti Ramsey
and Baby Boy, 616 College
Cts., Murray, L. W. Paschall.
1421 Vine St., Murray, Mrs
Dora Edmonds, Calvert Cit,
Convalescent, Calvert City
Mrs. Mary Moody, 808 S. 4th
St., Murray, Mrs. Edna
McReynolds, 600 S. Ilth St




Eva Wall Group From Memorial Church Meets, Brandon Springs
The June meeting of the Eva
Wall Missions Group of
Memorial Baptist Church was
held Tuesday, June 72, at
Brandon Springs in Land
Between the Lakes. The group
left the church at 9:30 a.m. in
the church bus.
The meeting was opened by
Mrs. Louden Stubblefield,
chairman. Mrs. Joe Foster
had the call to prayer with her
scripture reading from Acts
20:17-27. Mrs. Lester Garland
read the treasurer's report in
the absence of Mrs. Lottie
Bowden.
The group voted to donate
refreshments for one day of
Bible School at the Memorial
Church.
Mrs. Opal Reeves displayed
the book, "My Spiritual
Diary" by Anita Bryant /AM/
the group will donate to the
Church Library in honor of
Mrs. Eula Gilbert, senior
member of the church who is
in Westview Nursing Home.
Mrs. Margaret Taylor,
program chairman, had
charge of the program on
"Conditions in Bangaldesh."
Those participating in the
program were Mesdames
Thyra Crawford, Opal
Reeves, Nettie McKeel, and
Laura Jennings.
The group enjoyed a
delicious luncheon in the
dining room prepared by the
staff at Brandon Springs.
Guest was Mrs. Norma
Perrin who also drove the bus.
Other members attending, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames Geneva Belcher,
Lorena Foster, Vera Adams,

































Bra & Girdle Sale
Instead Bra - 3 Styles
Save sl"
Free Spirit Bra - 3 Styles
Save sl"
I Can't Believe Its a Girdle
Save '2"
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get A Second Pair Free!






































































By Abigail Van Buren
• 1916 by C,Kaih, Tnouna hV hey. Syn., Inc
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter from the young girl who
had been used by her father for sexual pleasure, and I
wondered if the girl's mother had provided tight fitting,
revealing clothes for her beautiful daughter.
When in missionary work in Africa, my wife and I were at
a roadside marketplace when a very shapely, young,
scantily clad Belgian girl walked by. An African workman
remarked to his companion, "Dimba tshe paka landja!" We
knew the language; he said, "The entire body is right
outside!"
If mothers and daughters conspire to draw the attentions
of men to their beautiful young bodies, a few fathers cannot
help but be overcome by the desires constantly aroused in
their own homes. When God-fearing parents advocate
modesty, they are not being prudish—they are being
realistic and practical.
Your comment. is true; the father is "sick.- But there is
a sickness in our society that may have contributed much to
that father's malignancy.
JAMES STEVENSON, PASTOR
WHITEHALL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
COLUMBUS, OHIO
DEAR ABBY: You've had several letters in your column
from young girls who have been sexually abused by their
fathers, stepfathers or "funny uncles." But I've never seen
a letter from a young boy who had been used in that way by
a female relative.
I was that kind of a victim until I was nearly 10 years old,
but I was bribed and threatened so I never told anyone.
Abby, please continue to alert all parents to keep their
eyes open where their children are concerned. And tell
young people not to be afraid to report such improper
activities to a teacher, a trusted adult friend, relative or
even the local police. Also, the Children's Protective Society
and/or the county welfare department can help.
MY SISTER'S VICTTM
DEAR VICTIM: I have, and I shall continue to do so.
This problem is far more widespread than most people
suspect.
DEAR ABBY: You read so much about unwed mothers
.who give up their children. Well, what about unwed fathers
who would have given their right arm to raise the baby their
mother didn't want?
I am the father of two children born out of wedlock, a boy
and a girl, who were given up for adoption to strangers.
These children were half mine, yet I had no say in 
the
matter.
I offered marriage to both these girls and was tur
ned
down They weren't teenagers, either. One was 21
 and the
other was 24.
I love children, Abby, and as a single parent I c
ould have
given both my children as good a home as t
heir mother
could have, if she had wanted them. I can cook,
 sew and
keep house as good as any woman can, but the cou
rts don't
consider a father's rights. Why?
STILL SINGLE AT 35
DEAR SINGLE: You may live long enough to 
see the
courts make some decisions in favor of the un
wed father
It's being worked on, as it well should be.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For 
a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., 
Calif. 90069





to(Au WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAV
E
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
:
DAYTONA BEACH
.6 FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM•i
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
▪ Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
) telephones, TV. shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac
0
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai.
Alai, Auto/ Dog Racing.
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* EU.INOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept
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ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
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Thanks to those I meet who
say, "I look for your letters,"
for news is scarce.
I realize that many people
have gone out from Concord
though it is a tiny place.
And it seems that it is only
at funeral homes that we meet
former acquaintances, and
may have been called to the
Eternal Home.
Another who once lived on a
Concord hill, Mrs. Perry
Albritten, 90, answer the final
roll call recently. Her former
neighbors, Mr. and Mrs.
Gardie Lassiter, and countless
others had already preceded
her.
Now it is in cemeteries that
precious memories are
revived for so many we knew
are there.
Mrs. Berline Wisehart
Lovins of Concord who
collects funds for the upkeep
of Macedonia Cemetery
invited me to visit that little
cemetery with her.
The old church and the little
one room school house which
were such a part of Macedonia
have long since crumbled into
dust.
But scattered tomb rocks
still mark the resting places of
Chrisrnans, Mitchells,
Wiseharts, McClure relatives,
and others of that community.
The one simple marker at
which I lingered read: Jesse
McClure, "Gone but not
forgotten."
He had never married, but
his old weather beaten house
had always been a haven for
all the relatives. In cold or hot
weather he stood on the old
front porch to welcome all
with the cheery words, "Come
in and warm."
Now if all who enjoyed his
hospitality through the years
sent a contribution for the
upkeep of Macedomia
Cemetery, Uncle Jesse,
though childless, would not be
forgotten.
Vacationers throng the
highways now. Mr. and Mrs.
Orvis Wilson of Michigan have
been back here, although
visiting from a motel in town.
Mrs. Phylis Nance of
Chicago, Ill., visited the
Nances here.
Otis Lovins' daughter,
Wilma Gannon and her family
of Colorado Springs plan a few
weeks in Calloway.
Peggy Spiceland Hicks'
family of Michigan will come
home. Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland
hopes to recuperate from an
October heart attack enough
to come with Lloyd to
Calloway soon.
Calloway High graduation is
past, but we still want to
praise Kathy Calhoon for her
unusual valedictory giving
God the thanks for helping her
through. We all forget.
We welcome another
grauclate, Linda Avery Lester
and her husband to their home
in Concord, formerly Mrs.
Lenore Jones' home.
Mrs. Esther Sigmon, a good
Samaritan here, has 'Bold her
home to the Stan Hitchcocks of
the Country Music Barn, and
bought a trailer near Fern
Terrace. Best wishes to all.
Floyd McClure is painting
his big Concord Garage to sell.
With Calloway fast
becoming a land of successful
farmers that big building
would hold lots of machinery
or grain.
Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake ...0 .,•-,(gb/V
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
AR LES
Mar. 21 to Apr 20
Certain changes of plan may
be suggested. Discuss fully and
agree only if they seem truly
feasible. Don't cause needless
controversy, however
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mixed influences. You may
have a desire to do something
"different" but, before you do,
be certain it will be to your
advantage.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21:
Some changes or adjustrnents
may be necessary_ If so, handle
in your usual philosophical
manner. Where you should
"stand pat.- however, be firm
— but with tact.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) et)
Crush any desire to postpone
important moves. Strike while
the time is propitious and the
opposition is off balance.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23: /244g
Be guided by logic in stress
periods. Give anxiety no
quarter. Be prepared to cope
with some minor obstacles
which may appear.
VIRGO
Aug 2410 Sept. 231 Vitt.
Stars present a quiet picture.
Inject a bit of pep into activities
where needed. Incentive can be





(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Fine influences stimulate
your ingenuity, creativity and
personality. Be careful, how-
ever, not to go to extremes in
anything you undertake.
SCORPIO
:Oct. 24 to Nov. 22:
You could launch a new
venture now if you have given it
careful thought. A good day for
promoting, advertising your
wares; in general, to press on to
better things.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Never mind the odds against
you( Keep working toward your
objectives There is always a
way for the imaginative, op-
timistic worker And you are
erks#
Attention
Announcing Our New Hours
Cypress Spring Restaurant
Will Be Open
Tues. through Thurs. 5:00 p. m. til 9:00 p m
Friday through Sunday 8:00 a. m. hi 9:00 p m
Closed Monday
436-5496
Louie and Sue Williams
that
CAPRICORN 1/f '••.;
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
More gains indicated than you
may anticipate. But there will
be SOME' obstacles, so 
pack
your way alertly — but without
anxiety.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19:
A sudden flash of intuition in a
romantic matter will be right on
target, Follow through and
recent barriers to happines,
will fall.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Ask, if in doubt, but do not
become unsettled at every sign
of complexity. In general, hold
the line against wavering and
lack of confidence.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with, a fine in-
tellect and unusual versatility
Original and highly imagina-
tive, you are capable of ac-
complishment in many fields —
especially since, while your
imagination soars, you have the
happy faculty of keeping your
feet on the ground at all times
You are extremely practical
and, unlike most high-flying
thinkers, are patient, meticu-
lous with details and willing to
wait out the results of your
unique Ideas and projects.
Fields in which you could make
an eminent name for yourself:
writing, diplomacy, science
{especially engineering:,
painting and education. Traits
to curb. jealousy and obstinacy.
Birthdate of' G.W. Goethals,





The Rangers of the
men of the World will make a
bus trip to Opryland, Nash-
ville, Tenn., on Wednesday.
June 30 This is for Rangers,
ages eight through fifteen.
Each person must have a
new health form filled out
before making the trip. The
group will leave the Murray
Municipal Parking lot
promptly at 6:15 a. m. and will
return at 9 .30 p rn
MISS YOUR PAM'
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II Expires July 25, 1976 (One per customer) 







Big Shef !Super Shef •''I . _ •
. Meal Deal ;
_ Meal Deal •







II Good at ad Mom a: tpuis
I vdle. Clarksville. New Albany,
• Seymour. Scottsburg, Lonna-
:ton Frankfort. Flown Hen
• demon, Hopitins4die. Owens
II boro. Murray. Mayfield
Talk about BIG DEALS'
✓
g Expires July 25, 1976 (One per customer)
You get our triple-deck
Big Shef • our tender reg-
ular fries and a small
Pepsi* A complete meal 
Pr90,0 wher• ohibiled lased
or restricted by law Local 
11
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g I Meal Deal :
Good at at stores in: Louis
Clarksville. New Albany,
Seymour, Scottsburg. Lexing-
ton. Frankfort. [Town, Herr
derson. Hopkinsimie, Owens
boro, Murray. Mayfield















. Expires July 25, 1976 (One per customer) 2
Illsomeommoimummommemmusionnualummmoo
mmaisiomosommain
Good at all stores Or tours
vale Clarksville, New Albany
Seymour, Scottsburg. Lexing
ton. Frankfort, [Town Hen
derson Hopkinsville Owens
boro. Murray Mayfield
Burger, fries, soft drink
sweet dessert treat and a
surprise prize, all in a color-
ful tray loaded with comics.
puzzles and fun things tO
do
Sod hbehe P,Ohobiled
0' ,tshicItecl by low
and store 'nn payable C.,
Sponsored by
Drawing
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Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at the
Triangle Inn at seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Ann McKeel,
1500 Henry Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Meeting of Adult Great
Books Discussion Group
postponed.
Swim party for ninth
through twelfth grades will be
held at Oaks Country Club
from eight to ten p.m. Each
member may bring two guests
and the charge is fifty cents
per person.
Tuesday, June 29
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Luthern
Qhurch at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
Kiddie Swim Day for
preschool to third grade will
be at Oaks Country Club from
eleven a.m. to four p.m. Each
member may bring two guests
with charge being 25 cents per
person. Each is to bring a sack
lunch.
Wednesday, June 30
Rangers, ages 8 to 15, WOW
will leave the Municipal
Parking lot at 6:15 a. m. for
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.,
and return at 9:30 p. m.
Wednesday, June 30
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the UDC will meet at the home
of Mra. Leonard Vaughn at ten
a. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Bridge will be played at 930
a.m. with Mary Humphries as
hostess, and golf at 9:30 a.m.
with Janice Stubblefield as
hostess on No. 1 Tee, at the
Oaks Country Club.
Golf will be played at nine
a.m. at the Murray Country





program, will be presented by
the Senior Citizens and Golden
Agers at the Ellis Community
Center at 1:30 p.m. The public
is invited.
In warm weather when a
driver keeps his gas tank full to
the brim, he risks wasting his
money by letting gas spill over





Ladies Day Golf was held
Wednesday, June 23, at the
Murray Country Club, with
Betty Hunter serving as golf
hostess.
Winners for the day are
listed: Championship flight,
Phyllis Kain was medalist and
Euva Nell Mitchell won low
net.
Inus Orr and Tom Hopson
tied for low gross in the first
flight and Euldene Robinson
had low net.
Second flight also had a tie
for low gross between Diane
Villanova and Patsy Miller.
Louise Lamb had low net.
In the Renewal flight Exie
Hill had low gross and Juliette
Wallis came in with low putts.
Pat McReynolds was
medalist for the beginners
flight and low putts went to
Lorraine Maggard.
Carol Hibbard will be the
golf hostess for Wednesday,
June 30th, and anyone listed in
the line-up, who is unable to
play, please call Mrs. Hibbard
at 753-5598
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT,
number one tee, 9:45—Phyllis
Kain, Betty Lowry, Jerlene
Sullivan.
9:50—Betty Jo Purdom,






one tee, 9:30—Toni Hopson,
Imo Orr, Margaret Shuffett,
Betty Stewart.
9: 30—Euldene Robinson,






Number one tee..,:94.a.rn -
Diane V illanova, Patsy Miller,
Louise Lamb, Edith Garrison.
9:05—Frances Miller,










number four tee, 9 a.m. - Mary
Watson, Exie Hill, Kitty
Freeman, Juliet Wallis.
9 : 05--Mary Bell Overby,
Ruby Poole, Ruth Wilson,
Eddie Mae Outland.
9:10—Jenny Hutson, Beth
Belote, Laverne Ryan, Eva
Morris.
9:15—Carla Rexroat, Annie





Number six tee, 9 a.m. Pat
McReynolds, Lorraine
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melted cheese. our special
sauce.a.and chopped 'r.'.
tuce 
Void where prohibited. raved
or restricted by law Local
and slate taxes Payable by
beans,
----- I Good at all MIMS MI: Louis
Illauller‘ I voile Clarksville, New Albany,
Cld g Seymour Scottsburg, Ening
• ton Frankfort E'Town, Hen-
- derson. Hoplunsville. Owens-
•I taro, Mutely Mayfield
A big favorite only more
of it Two delicious beef
patties each topped with
a tangy slice of cheese
Void where prottitarted, taxed
oi restrrcled by lete Local
and Stele Mon payable by
bearer ,
Expires July 25, 1976 (One per customer) O Expires July 25, 197
6 (One per customer) II
memoulassamommommosommosselmoommomme
momaimmommummemi
Super Shef Ham & Cheese 1
- VtufailL
2 for $1.39 ;
This is the BIG one 14
pound ground beef open-
flame broiled and served
with lettuce tomato onion




Void where prohibited 'axed
or restricted by law Local
and stale taxes payable by
bearer
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Void where oroniorred taxed
or rastrictild by Iasi Local
I both Murray. Mayfield rind emir taxes payllbill b
y
bearer
2 for $1.29 1:
Hot. tender ham topped
with melted Swiss cheese




A truly SUPER deal' Get
our big one— Super Sher
along with our tender gol-
den-brown french fries and
a small Pepsi'
SPA whe'e p,oh,b,,ed ,aced
fed by as Local
And sire .srns cayable by
'iv are
Good at ad stores A Louis
mile ciaaavine New Albany
Seymour Sconsburg Leming
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The failure of the Murray
Common Council to either deny
or grant a change of zoning
request at its Thursday night
:neeting is regretable in itself
but the method used to cir-
cumvent taking action is even
worse.
The Murray City Council is
responsible only to the citizens
of Murray—the people who
elect the council and who ex-
pect to be served by the council.
The council had an op-
portunity to act Thursday night
when a private citizen, Howard
Brandon, requested the council
to act on his request for
rezoning a parcel of land he
owns. We would assume that
Brandon would have preferred
the council to grant his request
for rezoning but he did not
specifically ask for that. He
just asked the council to act—to
either grant or deny the
request—which has been pen-
ding some 21/2 years.
Instead of acting on Bran-
don's request, several council
members suggested to him that
if he would deed over the right-
of -way enabling Glendale Road
to be extended through to Ky.
121, the council might look
favorably on his request.
Granted, we favor the ex-
tension of Glendale Road. And
the city has been attempting for
some time to obtain the right-
of -way for the project.
But we must also agree with
Mr. Brandon. The status of the
road or the right-of-way should
have no bearing on his request.
If the council deems the
property in question not to be
suitable for rezoning for com-
mercial use, because of the
lack of the road or for whatever
reason, then it should deny the
request for rezoning. It should
not make approval of the
request contingent upon the
future of Glendale Road.
If, by the same token, the
council members feel the
property is suitable for com-
mercial development at this
time, it should grant the
request.
Regardless of what action is
taken on the request for
rezoning, if the council feels it
is in the public's best interest to
extend Glendale Road, and if
Mr. Brandon does not wish to
sell the right-of-way, the coun-
cil should then exercise its right
of eminent domain and begin
condemnation proceedings to
obtain the property.
We are not saying whether
the council should or should not
grant the rezoning request. We
just feel the council is shirking
its duty when it adjourns a
meeting rather than taking ac-
tion on a specific request from
a citizen.
( And in this case we do not
feel "taking it under ad-
visement for further study" is
an adequate excuse for the
delay. Surely 21/2 years of
study, and an on-site inspection
by several council members in
recent days would provide am-




Today is Monday, June 28th, the 180th
day of 1976. There are 186 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1914, the heir to the
throne of Austria-Hungary, Archduke
Francis Ferdinand, was assassinated
at Sarajevo, Bosnia. It was the spark
that set off World War I.
On this date:
In 1788, the Revolutionary War Battle
of Monmouth, N.J., took place. Molly
Pitcher's aid to colonial troops made
her a heroine in American history
In 1838, Britain's Queen Victoria was
crowned.
In 1919, the Versailles Treaty was
signed in France after World War I.
In 1941, guerrilla warfare against the
Nazis began in Yugoslavia during
World War II.
In 1950, in the Korean War, North
Korean soldiers captured the South
Korean capital of Seoul.
In 1967, King Hussein of Jordan met
with President Lyndon Johnson in
Washington to discuss Jordan's plight
after the Israeli victory in the Six-Day
War.
Ten years ago: U.S. troops began
leaving the Dominican Republic in the
first step toward dissolving an Inter-
American peace force.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court struck down state aid for
parochial schools as unconstitutional.
One year ago: A number of people
were killed in Beirut, Lebanon, as
fighting between leftists and rightists
spread to new parts of the city.
Today's birthday: Composer Richard
Rodgers is 74.
Thought for today: The carnage and
suffering which war entails are terrible
to contemplate, and constitute an
irresistible argument in favor of ar-
bitration — John Lubbock, English
astonomer and mathematician, 1803-
1865.
hEARTCIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
10 Years Ago
A temperature of 100 degrees is
forecast for parts of Western Kentucky
today by the United States Weather
Bureau.
Deaths reported include Noah
Harrison, age 83, and John R. David-
son, age 91.
Randy Patterson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Patterson of Murray, has been
honored with membership in Pi Delta
Epsilon, collegiate journalism
fraternity at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn.
A Council of Royal and Select
Masters was instituted at the Masonic
Hall on June 24. Officers are Guthrie B.
Churchill, ha E. Douglas, Shelton
Joerner, Dick Sykes, John H. Perkins,
and John H. Roe.
The Murray American Legion Team
beat Camden, Tenn., 13 to 6 in a
baseball game at the Murray High
School field.
20 Years Ago
The Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany plans to spend approximately
$16,000 to improve and expand its
facilities in Murray, according to F. H.
Riddle, manager here.
May L. Outland has completed Air
Force basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
The senior art exhibit of Taz
Meredith Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Taz Rogers of Murray, will open July 8
and continue to July 21 in the Mary Ed
McCoy Hall Art Gallery, Murray State
College.
Seventeen boys from Calloway
County are spending this week at the
Kentucky Junior Conservation Club
Camp Currie on Kentucky Lake.
Miss Ann Chatten Corbett and
William Bryant Williams, Jr., were
married Jane 21 •Af the First Christian
Church, Paris, Tenn. •
Bible Thought
. . . the god of this world hath
blinded the minds of them which
Wiese not, lest the light of the
glorious gospel of Christ who is the
image of God should shine unto
them. H Corinthians 44.
Satan continues to throw stum-
bling blocks in the paths of people
so that they miss the best in life.
which is found ,through faith in
Jesus Christ.
The Murray Ledger & times
The Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days. July 4 Chrtstmos Doy. New Year s
Day and Thanksgiving by Murroy
Newspapers, Inc .103N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers 52 25 per month payable in
advance By moil In Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedalia
and Farmington Ky and Ports
Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn 5 / 5 00
per year By mail to other destinations
130 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken
hocky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
I Let's Stay WellOrigin And Management Of Obesity
1
Not many years ago, fatness in
infancy was regarded as a heal-
thy, desirable State Such obesity
in the young child now is viewed
with concern, if no with alarm.
This shift in attitude has come
about because of the general
belief that fatness in infancy and
childhood often leads to adulty
obesity, increases the chance of
the development of diabetes
mellitus and contributes to pre-
mature hardening of the ar-
teries
In truth the relationship ,
tween obesity in early life and
fatness during adulthood is not
established clearly Fat cells cre-
ated in infancy and childhood
may not perSist and inevitably
produce adult obesity
Life circumstances have
effects on fatness The poor gen-
erally have leaner children, and
families with greater income
usually have higher weights
regardless of nationality or race.
An exception is the American
woman, who tends to be fatter if
poor Some women desire to fat-
By F.J L Blasingarne.
ten their infants but want to re-
main lean themselves
Genetics is a factor Fat
parents have fat children. When
both parents are fat or lean, the
effects on the weight of their
offspring are usually obvious
Fat persons tend to mate with
other fat persons, giving direc-
tion to further obesity via any ex-
isting genetic influence
On the other hand, family eat-
rig habits have a profound and
continuing effect on the fatness
if children. increasing or lessen-
ing the influence of genetic fac-
tors. Fat pet owners are said to
have obese pets
Fatness has some benefits Fat
children often are dentally ad-
vanced, and they show increase
in the non-fat mames, of the body.
such as muscles and skeleton
°ries, boys and girls reach sex-
ual maturity at earlier ages
If adult obesity is signific?ntly
related to eXcess of fat in infancy
and childhood. prevention of fat-
nes,, during early life merits at-
tention through controlled nutri-
tion If obesity after maturity is
genetic or results from family in-
heritance and family habits of
eatrng, they need ccareful con-
sideration in prevention and
relief of obesity.
That some can control their
fatness by diet is obvious. It is ee-
qually true that other persons
are unable to do so on a consis-
tent basis
Our eating behavior is proba-
bly influenced by all the factors
mentioned above and othef.
Therefore, the prevention and
management of obesity is a com-
plicated matter No simple solu-
tion exists, and more study is
needed.
Q Mrs K C wants informa-
tion about a new intrauterine
device that gives off hormones
and prevents pregnancy
A You are probably referring
to a hormone-releasing device
(Progestasert) recently approved
by the Food and Drug Adminis-
Blasingame
trahon for distributron in the
United States. It is a small, T-
shaped unit that is suppcsed to
be effective for a year The
device has to be inserted and
removed by a physician You
should discuss this matter with
your physician. This new device
%may not yet be available in your
part of the country distribution is
in the early stages
Q Mrs. R L. asks for comment
about adding sugar to her ba tlY
formula to assist in her trouble
with constipation.
A Frankly. I don't think well
of adding sugar to your infant's
formula for any reason, includ-
ing the one you gave. You faded
to mention your baby's age, but
the addition of vegetable to the
diet would he preferable Sugar
may create an undesirable ap-
peal for sweets and add its-
necessary carbohydrates, even
though sugar generally is a good
fond
will receive prompt replies, but you
must include a stamped, sell-addressed
envelop. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
Heartline: I have paid into Medicare
for more than 15 years. Now I have to
have some teeth taken out by a surgeon.
Will Medicare help to pay for this? If so,
how much do they pay? —B.J.
Answer: .Medicare Part "B" medical
insurance can help pay for dental care
only if it involves surgery of the jaw or
related structures or setting fractures
of the jaw or facial bones. Teeth ex-
tractions and routine dental care are
not covered.
Headline:, My 59-year-old husband
will retire from the railroad when he
turns 60 in Decemter. He has worked
for the railroad more than 33 years. I
am 43 and take care of our daughter
who is 14. When will I be eligible for
wife's benefits from railroad
retirement? —C.P.
Answer: As a result of caring for your
daughter, who is under 18, you will be
eligible for a full spouse annuity when
your husband retires. This will continue
until your daughter turns 18, at which
time your annuity will end. Your an-
nuity will resume when you reach 60.
Any spouse of a retired railroad worker
with at least 30 years service is eligible
for a full spouse annuity at age 60.
Headline's "Guide to Medicare"
gives clear and concise answers to your
questions about the Medicare program.
For your copy, send $1.50 and your
name and address to Headline's
"Guide to Medicare,",8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Headline: I recently married a lady
from England and she will be joining
me here in America soon. I am going to
retire and begin drawing Social
Security benefits next year. Will my
wife, even though she will not be a
citizen, be able to draw wife's benefits
on my work record? She is 64 and I am
66.—R.F.
Answer: Yes, her citizenship is not a





By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT—It's vacation time
from school for most children and
teachers, but it is one of the busiest
periods of the year for administrators
and school board members.
The 1976 legislature made some
changes in school 1hi as well as ap-
propriating more state funds for
schools and changing slightly the
method of distribution of money.
Superintendents have been busy
drafting budgets that are due in the
State Department of Education by July
1. The State Revenue Department also
gets involved in the school budget
making process.
Property Valuation Administrators
PVAsi are sending their asessments to
the Revenue Department. When the
state certifies the assessments they are
all sent to the Department of
Education. The Education Department
then sets the maximum levy (tax rate
each board of education may asses&
This year the local board of education
will set the tax rate instead of taking it
to Fiscal Court or City Government for
approval. This change was made by the
1976 legislature.
After these steps are completed, the
superintendents then will begin
preparing the working budget that is
due to be sent to the Department of
Education by September I.
The State Department of Education
also tells local school boards the
minimum salaries that must be paid
their teachers. The beginning degree
teacher must be paid a salary of $7,677
this fall. Salary increases were
provided for all teachers in the
governor's budget.
The state also requires additional pay
to teachers for each year during a 10-
year period for experience. They get a
increment for each year of experience.
Some local boards pay increments for
more years than this, but this must
come from loc#1 funds.
For example, a degree teacher from 0
to 3 years of experience will be paid a
minimum of $8,313 this fall if the
teacher has three years of experience.
From 4 to 9 years, the teacher receives
$9,513 as a minimum, and the teacher
with 10 or more years of experience
must be paid a minimum of $10,183.
Teachers with master degrees get
higher pay. With three years of ex-
perience the minimum pay is $8,913,
four to nine years is $10,083, and 10
years and over the minimum of $10,763.
Rank I teachers, those with a
master's degree and 30 hours beyond
this must be paid a minimum of $11,363
with 10 or more years of experience.
The governor's budget provides an
average increase of $2,000 a year salary
for the teachers over the next two
years. This doesn't mean that every
teacher will get the full $2,000 for the
appropriation is per classroom unit, not
by number of teachers. Band, art and
some supervisory personnel are not
classified as classroom units. Local
boards must make up the difference
from local funds if each teacher is to
receive the full $2,000 over the next two
years.
The budget also provides an ad-
ditional $1,830 over the next two years
for current operating expenses per
classroom unit.
This isn't exactly the amount of in-
crease in actuality for some school
districts, for the governor provided
additional funds last year for the fuel
emergency when costs skyrocketed.
But the budget does take care of this
expense.
The budget also increases the capital
outlay bund.
These are factors that must be taken
into consideration in preparing the
budget.
School districts also are busing,
repairing and refurbishing builders
while the classrooms are idle.
* ** * * ***********• e****************•




FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1976
7 30 P M Beauty Contest - Lovett Auditori,.
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1976
5 00 P M • 4-H Rabbit Show
7 00 P M - Official Opening
7 30 P U - 4 Wheel Drove Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976
10 00 A M - Jersey Cattle Show
7 30 ID M - Motorcycle Rodeo
WEDNESDAY, JULY It. 1976
10 00 A M - Holstein - Friesian Cattle Sh‘,...
5 00 P - Open Rabbit Show
7 30 P M - Bluegrass Music
THURSDAY. JULY 15, 1976
1 00 P M Kiddies Day
6 00 P M. - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7o30 P M - Nationwide Demolition DertY,
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1976
1000 A M - Beef Cattle Shows
500 P M Family Night
7.30 P.M - Facts °life Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1976
10-00 A NA - Horse lt Mule Pulling
Weigh in 6 am - 9 am
1000 A M - Farm Bureau Day









Drawing each night tot $500 00
Only one ticket will be drawn h
night If nc, winner, amount will be
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Displays dotted the roadside...
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...and were scattered on the hillside.
A Glimpse At The Arts & Crafts Festival
The photos on this page depict only a few of the many, many exhibits that were on displaythis weekend at the Land Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Festival.The festival, sponsored jointly by the Murray Art Guild and TVA, drew thousands of personsto the LIU. during the two-day event.
Anyone who missed the show missed quite a treat, as well as many works of art and bargainsoffered by the artists and craftsmen who displayed their works.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon
Joe Keeslar displayed his gu ['smith mg techniques.
Some artists worked with people..
While this youth group from Louisville, among others, provided entertainment.
• •••••-•
mos.. 
Craftsmen worked in wood.




• • • rm., to.or, cane •••••
•
9
And some had trouble un-
derstanding what it was all about.
A quiet break among some ma( Nom..
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Reactivated Fingers
Helps A's To Victory
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
A bright, sunny day in
Oakland was being completely
ignored by at least two men
who had very serious matters
on their minds. Jim Todd, A's
player-representative, stood
in the A's clubhouse and
Marvin Miller sat in his New
York home 3,000 miles away.
Todd's words were
_disturbing to Miller as their
telephone discussion
progressed. The Oakland A's
were about to go on strike -
despite Miller's advice to the
contrary - and there was
little that could be done.
The clock ticked towards
1:30 - game time, the
moment of truth. When
Oakland Manager Chuck
Tanner walked into the
dressing room, a smile
creasing his face, Todd put the
phone down.
"Chuck came in and said,
'The game's on," said
reliever Rollie Fingers. "The
guys said, 'Let's see it,"
referring to the lineup card,
which could save a player
walkout only by bearing the
name of Fingers, Joe Ruth or
Vida Blue.
Miller sat wondering,
worrying about the pause and
the news with which Todd
would return.
-Then I heard a loud
cheer," Miller said. "Todd
came back and said, 'Ruth's in
left field."
With the embargo lifted by
owner. Charles 0. Finley, the
A's went out and won a ball
game 5-3 over the Minnesota
Twins. Ruth played left, went
0-for-4 at bat but made some
good catches, and Fingers -
in his first appearance since
June 12 - pitched 3 1-3 innings
of shutout relief to pick up his
ninth save.
"Fingers pitching- proved
our point," said Todd of the
latest crisis to involve Finley.
"We might not have been able
to win this game without
hum"
They wouldn't have won it
without,Sal Bando, who drove
in three runs with two homers
which raised his seaSon's total
to 13. They wouldn't have won
it without a two-run triple by
Gene Tenace.
They wouldn't have played
it had Finley not acquiesced to
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn's
directive that the three em-
battled players be used in a
"normal manner," though
Finley remained insistent that
the players no longer are his
property after the June 15
rummage sale that shook the
baseball world.
Tigers 4, Red Sox 2
Detroit scored an unearned
run on Tom Veryzer's fielder's
choice grounder in the llth
inning and Dan Myer followed
with a run-scoring single,
carrying the Tigers to their
unorthodox victory over the
Red Sox.
Detroit Manager Ralph
Houk raised some eyebrows
by mistakenly listing two
designated hitters in his lineup
card. Rusty Staub was slated
to bat fourth and Alex Johnson
sixth - both as DH.
"I just goofed," Houk said.
But after Staub batted in the
top of the first inning and
Johnson went to right field in
the bottom half, Red Sox
Manager Darrell Johnson
protested - successfully - to
umpire Marty Springstead. As
a result, pitcher Frank
MacCorrnack became the first
Tigers hurler to bat during a
regular season game since
1972.
Yankees 6-10, Brewers 2-2
Mickey Rivers had four hits
over-all, extending his hitting
streak to 20 games, and Craig
Nettles hit two home runs and
drove in five in the nightcap to
give the Yankees their fifth
victory in a row and the 12th in
14 games.
Catfish Hunter raised his
record to 9-7 in the first game
and Dick Tidrow - in his first
start since Sept. 20, 1974 -
raised his to 3-0 in the
nightcap. Sparky Lyle saved
both ends, lifting his total to 15
for the campaign.
Indians 6-2, Orioles 3-6
Baltimore's Ross Grimsley
won the nightcap, recording
his first victory in six weeks
after Cleveland's Pat Dobson
had stretched his winning
string to six by winning the
opener.
Bobby Grich, who left seven
runners stranded in the
opener, atoned with a two-run
single in the nightcap.
Frank Robinson blastehis
585th career homer in the
nightcap.
Royals 5, Angels 4
John Mayberry's bases-
loaded, 11th-inning single
gave Kansas City its triumph
over California.
White Sox 6, Rangers 2
Rookie third baseman Kevin
Bell cracked a two-run homer
to back the combined seven-
hit pitching of Bart Johnson
and Dave Hamilton to pace
Chicago's triumph over
Texas.




INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) -
"Preparation." That's what it
took for the Indiana girls' All-
Star basketball team to beat
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Kentucky in Saturday night's
rematch.
"We really wanted this
game," said Indiana Coach
Jane Maines. "We worked
much harder preparing for
this game than we did for the
first one."
The Kentucky girls, in the
historic first meeting with
Indiana, won 59-48 a week
earlier. This time, Indiana
controlled the game from the
outset and won 68-55.
After the girls' game, the
Indiana boys' All-Stars ex-
tended their winning string to
seven games over the Ken-
tucky Stars with a come-from-
behind 77-71 victory.
The turning point in that
contest was a leg injury to
Durand Macklin of Louisville
Shawnee_who left the game
with Kentucky ahead by six
points and returned four
minutes later with Indiana
back in the lead.
"I thought we did a great job
preparing and executing until
we got crippled when Macklin
went out," said Kentucky
Coach Al Prewitt.
"We were up by six when he
left the game and playing a
great zone defense against
Indiana. We really had them
confused, but we lost Macklin
right then and that was the
turning point of the game."
Baseball Results
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Two make-up games were
played in the Kentucky
League Saturday night. In the
first game, the Cards nipped
the Twins 12-11 and in the
second game, the Yanks slid
past the Cubs 6-5.
The Cards led throughout
the first five innings. In the top
of the sixth, the Twins scored
nine runs to tie at 11-11. The
Cards managed one run in the
bottom of the sixth to win 12-
11.
Mitch Grogan was the
winning pitcher striking out 12
batters while walking five.
Todd - Abell ripped three-
singles and teammate Rick
Grogan hit two to pace the
hitting attack for the Cards.
For the Twins, Todd Contri
took the loss striking out nine
batters. Contri also had a
single and a triple while David
McCuiston had a double.
In the second game, the
Yanks stifled a late inning
rally to snub the Cubs 6-5.
Jimmy West was credited
for the win striking out 14
batters and walking only four.
West also hit a triple. Rodney
Lamb had a single to account
for the Yank hits.
Kelly Calvin was the losing
pitcher although having a
total of 16 strikeouts. Todd
Lawson hit two doubles for the
losers.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Dan Key struck out seven
batters as the Yanks easily
defeated the Reds 11-1.
Nicky Santagoto smashed
three hits to pace the hitting
attack. Charlie Santagado and
Don Hargrove added two hits
apiece.
For the Reds, David
McMillian had 11 strikeouts to
take the loss.
Outland had two hits for the
losers.
In the second game, the
Cards came out on top of the
Twins 2-1.
Ellis had five strikeouts
enroute to the victory. Sims
and Denham had two hits
-owe to-pace-the winners. -
Underwood took the loss
striking out six batters while
walking one.
In the other action, the Cubs
scored all four runs in the last
inning to come from behind
and defeat the Astros 4-2.
Bostick was the winning
pitcher striking out six batters
and walking three. Duncan
had two hits for the winners.
Abell took the pitching loss
for the Astros striking out
three batters. Chris Grasty
had the only Astro hit.
GOLF
OAK BROOK, Ill. - Al
Geiberger carded a closing 73
to win the 0200,000 Western
Open golf championship by
one stroke over Joe Porter,
who double bogeyed the final
hole.
Murray Legion Wins
Pair Of Games Sunday
The Murray American
Legion team finally got on the
winning track by taking two
of three weekend contests.
Saturday, host Union City
scored four times in the third
inning enroute to a 6-3 win
over Murray.
But Sunday at Russellville,
Murray belted a total of 18 hits
in sweeping a pair of extra
inning games from the hosts.
The twinbill sweep Sunday
teaves the Murray Legion with
4-8 season record.
Murray had just four hits in
the loss to Union City. Murray
got off to a 1-0 lead in the top of
the third as catcher Mickey
McCuiston reached on an
error and later scored on a
single by Paul Robertson.
But in the home half of the
third, Union City scored four
times and that was the game.
A two-run single and a two-run
double were the big blows.
Joe Graves started on the
hill and was removed after
walking the first two batters in
the fifth inning. Lindy Suiter
pitched the remaining four
frames and allowed only one
hit.
Robertson, Suiter,
McCuiston and Steve Win-
chester all had a hit apiece for
Murray.
In the first game at
Russellville Sunday, it was all
Tony Thurmond as the hard-
throwing righthander scat-
tered seven hits as Murray
took a 2-1 victory.
Thurmond fanned 12 batters
and walked five in the ex-
tremely muggy conditions.
Murray took a 1-0 lead in the
top of the fourth as Mark
Miller led off with a single,
took second on a ground out
and scored on a single by Jeff
Oakley.
Russellville bunched three
hits in the home half of the
fourth to tie the contest at 1-1.
Russellville had several
chances to win the game in
regulation play and in fact,
left the bases loaded in the
seventh.
But in the top of the eighth,
Miller singled and stole
second and then trotted home
when Thurmond singled. In
the bottom of the eighth,
Thurmond set down the side
on strikes.
Miller had two hits to pace
the Murray attack while
Robertson, Dwaine Musgrow,
Thurmond, Oakley and
Winchester all had a hit
apiece.
The second game was a 10-
inning marathon which
Murray finally won 8-7.
Paul Robertson picked up
the victory in relief of Bob
Thurman.
Steve Winchester had three
hits to lead Murray while
Thurmond and Robertson had
two apiece. Also hitting safely
were Miller, Oakley,
McCuiston and Thurman.
Murray will be at Brooks
Stadium Wednesday for a
twinbill against Paducah
before playing at home






J. P. Parker fired a 77 to win
the Seniors Tournament at the
Oaks Country Club Saturday.
Mitch Story was second with
a 79 while Rudell Parks was
third with 82 and Hub Dunn
fourth with 83.
Tommy Hamlin had the low
net score with a 71 while Paul
Ragsdale had a 73, Max
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MOUNTAIN DEW
IN NEW 32 011
MONEY-BACK
BOTTLES
Here's a brand-new way to enjoy even
more of the delicious taste of lemony Mountain
Dew It's the new 32-oz. money-back bottle, the most
convenient way you can buy Mountain Dew
Each big, easy-to-handle bottle pours
more than six refreshing, lemony servings of
Mountain Dew. They're resealable for convenience
and returnable for conservation.
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The Story of Hawk Taylor Ninth In A Series
'Royal Hawk' Became One Of
Finest Pinch Hitters In Game
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
How Hawk Taylor injured
his back •
It could have been
something he did in the Army,
maybe even one of the many
collisions he had behind the
plate in his catching career.
But on the first day of spring
training with the Royals in
1969, the back acted up again
and he was out for a week.
When he did become ready to




"Hawk, we know what you
can do, we want to see what
some of the younger kids can
do," Gordon said.
"I took it as a sign I ,had
made the club."
He took it right.
The fans in Kansas City
were very appreciative to





champion long jumper from
Jasper, Ind., High School, has
accepted a track-academic
scholarship to Murray State
University, Murray Coach
Margaret Simmons has an-
nounced.
In addition to participating
in the long jump, she ran the
220-yard dash and was a
member of the 880 and medley
relay teams. Her best long
jump is 18 feet 7 inches. Her
best 220 is 27.2.
She is a member of the
National Honor Society and
was named the most valuable
member of the Jasper girl's
track team.
Murray State has had a
most successful women's
track team for 10 years, all of
them under the direction of
Mrs. Simmons. Last season,
the team won the 10-team
Murray State Invitational
over such teams as Purdue,
Florida State, and Tennessee















again. All of the players were
heroes and for an expansion
club, the Royals had an out-
standing season.
Gordon iotegt----our--earty-
Taylor had the knack of pinch
hitting. He even told the press
in Kansas City Taylor did not
start because he was too-
valuable coming off the bench.
Even in the Royals' year-
book, Hawk Taylor was listed
as a pinch hitter. But during
his two years with the Royals,.
at one time or another, Hawk
played every outfield position,
first base and even caught
some in addition to his regular
role as pinch hitter.
Here are some of the
highlights of his 1969 season:
April 20-With a crowd of
31,872 on hand, Hawk smashed
a 400-foot homer, driving in
three runs to give the Royals
victory over Oakland.
May 6-Hawk hit a 420-foot
shot into the upper deck at
Tiger Stadium, driving in
three runs and giving the
Royals a 76 win. After six
innings of that game, the
Royals trailed Denny McLain,
who had won 30 games the
previous year, 6-1.
June 27-Taylor's two-out
pinch single in the ninth beat
the Twins 9-8. The next day,
his two-run pinch single in the
ninth again beat the Twins.
July 13-Hawk had five
RBI's as the Royals defeated
the White Sox 8-6. He would
have had seven and a club
record but an unusual hap-
pening kept his name out of
the record books. With the
bases loaded, Hawk hit one
down the line and it would
have easily cleared the paths.
However, the ball struck the
umpire and was ruled a oracle,
with Hawk getting credit for
just one RBI.
The big homer on May 6 in
Tiger Stadium came off iron-
man reliever Dick Radtz.
Later that season, in the
Kansas City papers, there was
a story about the owner of the
club, Ewing Kauffman.
Kauffman was quoted as
saying Taylor's homerun in
that game was the most ex-
citing feat -of the season. "My
wife and I were dancing on top
of the Royals' dugout,"
Kauffman said.
The Kansas City Star
carried huge headlines of
Taylor's feat.
Taylor was hitting well over
300 but late in July, the back
again caused problems and he
went into a tailspin during the
final weeks of the season.
Taylor finished that year
with a .270 batting average
and believe it or not, in just 89
times at bat, had three
homers, 21 RBI's and 10-game
winning hits.
Unbelievably, at the end of
the season, Taylor's contract
was sold to the Royals' Triple
A farm club. "I was just
flaberghasted."
But in the spring of 1970, he
was invited to spring training
and though the bad back again
caused him problems, he
made the club.
All season, Taylor was
WANTED!
YOUR CHILD FOR A "SUPER
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Montgomery Ward
Murray, Ky.
Thurs., July 1 10-5
hampered by the back. But he
still came through with
several big hits for game-
winners.
On May-13, his two-ont -patch--
single in the 12th drove home
the only run of the game as the
Royals won at Cleveland.
Later that month, Taylor had
a two-run pinch single in the
10th for two RBI's, giving the
Royals a 6-5 win over
Milwaukee before a Bat Day
crowd of 30,035.
Taylor batted only 55 times
that whole season with the
Royals. His last major league
hit came on August 24 and it
drove in the winning run as the
Royals edged the Yankees 5-4.
- tho. -ago- of. al,. _Hawk,
Taylor was nearing the end of
his career.
After the season ended, he
told the. Royals' front office
that if he were going to be
playing minor league ball the
next season, he wanted to play
somewhere close to home.
For the past two years, he
had been attending school at
Murray-State and had been an
assistant coach during the off
season,Reagan. 
serving under Johnny
The Kansas City front
ifiee. honored._ aly rmuest.
They traded me to the Red Sox
for pitcher Billy McCool and I
was assigned to Louisville."
Hawk Taylor would never
again play major league ball.
'The following summer, he
underwent back surgery. It
was all over for baseball's
first bonus baby.
TcOisMiG0nR. ROW: The FinalDe






(AP) - Jimmy Connors
began the second week of
Wimbledon today poised to
regain the men's singles title
he lost to Arthur Ashe last
year.
Or could this be the year for
an outsider to steal the title
from the big names?
Certainly Connors showed
devastating form last week,
slamming his way past four
opponents without losing a set.
It was almost as if he couldn't
wait to get back onto center
court and make up for last
year's lapse.
Defending champion Ash's.
32, crashed out of the ,nam-
pionships Saturday when-a
victim of heat, tension and
poor volleying-he was upset
by unseeded Vitas Gerulaitis
of New York, a blond-haired
dynamo who outlasted him 4-
6, 8-9, 6-4, 6-3, 6-4.
But even as Britain's
bookmakers tightened the
odds on a Connors victoy, a
darkhorse loomed ever larger
on the horizon of the world's
greatest grass court tour-
nament.
His name: Charles Pasarell,
an unseeded 32-year-old
veteran from Puerto Rico,
who has pulled off the two
most dramatic triumphs of the
championships.
First he ousted No. 5 seed
Adriano Panatta of Italy in a
gripping five-set duel, then
dropped the first two sets
against Australia's Phil Dent
before winning the next three
and entering the quarter-
finals.
He was due to face [lie
Nastase of Romania, the third
seed. Ashe had been the No. 1
seed and Connors No. 2.
"I guess I'd have to put my
money on Connors or Nastase
for the title," said a disap-
pointed Ashe after being
knocked out of the $280,000
tournament.
"But Charlie Pasarell is a
darkhorse, especially if they
put him on the center court.
When he plays on the center
court it seems to bring the best
out of him and he raises his
game 50 per cent.
"But if he plays on court No.
15, he's just Charlie."
Another quarter-finalist-
Bjorn Borg of Sweden-also
named Pasarell as a
darkhorse.
"He's playing very well and
he's already beaten two good
players," said Borg. 'He's
very dangerous."
Borg, the No. 4 seed, needed
a pain-killing injection for a
groin injury before beating
America's Brian Gottfried in
straight sets in Saturday's
fourth round. The injury
forced him to scratch from the




The "Dream Match" failed to materialize over the
weekend at the Southern Closed Tennis Tournament in
Mobile, Ala.
Mel Purcell made it to the finals but Mark Buechler of
Louisville didn't.
Buechler lost 6-2 and 6-0 in the semifinals to Mark Shop-
Laugh of Baton Rouge, La., while Purcell won 7-5 and 6-1
over Arthur Anastapoulo of Charleston, S.C.
But in the finals, Purcell also fell, losing 7-6 and 6-1 to
Shopta ugh .
Purcell and Buechler had met twice this year with the
two friendly rivals splitting.
Purcell and Buechler did get a little revenge though as
they teamed to win the doubles erown. The unseeded duo
of Kentuckians won 3-6, 6-3 and 6-4 over Andy Andrews of
Raleigh, N.C., and Anastapoulo.
Purcell, who arrived back in Murray this weekend for
the first time in several weeks, leaves today for California
where he will be staying for several weeks to practice
against strong competition.
Vilas of Argentina. Vilas,
seeded sixth, also was a
singles quarter-finalist, and
the two doubles partners were
pitted against each other in
the next round.
Gerulaitis will meet eighth-
seeded Raul Ramirez of
Mexico. while Connors' op-
ponent is cannonball-serving
Roscoe Tanner of Lookout
Mountain, Tenn.
In the women's singles, the
first week's play produced no
fireworks on the courts,
although the Women's Tennis
Association, headed by No. 1
seed Chris Evert, made
headlines by telling Wim-
bledon's organizers that the
women will not return next
year.
They plan the boycott
because the tournament's
bosses refused their demand
for equal pay with the men.
Miss Evert, 21, from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. and the
president of the group, said
the top women players
already have offers to play for
much larger sums in the
United States next year.
"I know all of the women
love playing Wimbledon. It's
the most prestigious tour-
nament in the world," said
Miss Evert.
"But we're sticking to our
guns. It's not just me and it's
not just Billie Jean 1King), it's
everyone together, she said




In this Bicentennial year,
it's only fitting that baseball
share in the celebration.
Woodie Fryman and Manny
Mota haven't reached the
"200" level yet - but at least
they're halfway there.
As a result of Sunday's
performances, both players
hit the 100 mark in aspects of
the game - Fryman with his
pitching and Mota with his
-- -
An especially elated
Fryman gained his 100th
major league victory, leading
the Montreal Expos to a 4-3
decision over the Pittsburgh
Pirates. A pleased Mota
chllected his 100th career
pinch-hit, helping the Los
Angeles Dodgers beat the San
Francisco Giants 2-8.
"Getting 100 wins in the big
leagues may not mean much
to some guys, because there
are pitchers who have 150 or
200 wins," said Fryman. "But,
believe me, it means
something to me. It's im-
portant because I've never
been set with a club because of
the arm problems I've had in
the past.
-My arm feels great this
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct, GB
Phila -47 20 706
Pitts 38 29 567 9'
New York 37 37 500 14
Sr. Louis 3) 39 4.43 18
Chicago 30 40 .429 19


























Philadelphia 6, St. Louis 2
Montreal 4, Pittsburgh 3,
New York 13, Chicago 3
Cincinnati 4, Houston 2
Los Angeles 12, San Fran
cisco 8
San Diego 3, Atlanta 2
Monday's Games
Houston (Dierker 6 7) at San
Francisco (Dressler 1-51
Chicago (Coleman 2-7) at
Pittsburgh (Rooker 6-3), (n)
S. Louis (Denny 3-4) at New
York (Seaver 8.5), in)
Philadelphia (Carlton 6-3) at
Montreal (Rogers 24), (n)
Cincinnati (Alcala 6-2) at San
Diego (Foster 2-31, (n)
Atlanta (Ruthven 9.5) at Los
Angeles (Rhoden 6-0), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Pittsburgh, (n)
St Louis at New York, In)
Philadelphia at Montreal, In)
Cincinnati at San Diego; (n)
A•lania at Los AngeleS, (n)
Houston at San Francisco,
(n)
year. I've already had 15
starts and if I can stay healthy
that means I'll get maybe 33
or 34 starts. That's not bad for
a 36-year-old man."
Mota ranks fifth on the an-
iline pinch-hit list, but the
significant 100th hit was a long
time corning. The last time he
hit safely was on May 23.
"I hope I don't have to wait
that long to get 101," said
Mota.
Tim Foli drove in three runs
double abd a single,
helping Fryman rigiliter-Wg--
100th victory. Foh's two-run
double against Doc Medich, 5-
6, was the key hit in a three-
run third inning for the Expos.
Dodgers 12, Giants 8
Run-scoring singles by Ellie
Rodriguez and Mota broke a
tie in the fifth inning, helping
Los Angeles overcome two
Bobby Murcer home runs and
defeat San Francisco. Murcer
drove in four runs for the
Giants. Five of his nine home
runs this season have come
against Los Angeles.
The Dodgers broke a 6-6 tie
in the fifth when Ed Goodson,
Bill Russell and Rodriguez
singled for one run. Mota
followed with a pinch-hit
single, giving the Dodg0rs an
8-6 lead. The Dodgers added
three runs in the eighth, two
on Lee Lacy's bases-loaded
single. Don Sutton, 7-7, earned
the victory while Mike
Caldwell, 0-5, took the loss.
Phillies 6, Cardinals 2
Catcher Bob Boone cracked
his first major league grand
slam homer and pitcher Jim
Lonborg became the - major
league's second 10-game
winner of the season as
Philadelphia defeated St.
Louis.
In. the fourth, with the
Phillies batting around in an
inning for the 19th time this
season, Boone smacked an 0-1
pitch over the left-field screen
to cap a six-run explosion.
Lonborg, who was lifted with
two out and the bass loaded in
the sixth, raised his record to
10-4. Randy Jones of San
Diego leads the majors with 13
triumphs.
Mets 13, Cubs 3
Phillips homered for the
third successive game and Ed
Kranepool hit a two-run
cluh recOrd-L_Vitlik.
eight-run second inning as
New York humbled Chicago.
Phillips and Dave Kingman
each delivered two-run singles
in the big second as the Mets
equalled their biggest inning,
last accomplished in 1970
against San Francisco. It also
was the biggest inning in the
National League this season.
Reds 4, Astros 2
Pete Rose drove in two runs
and Cesar Geronirno scored
twice and had three hits,
leading Cincinnati past
Houston. Fred Norman, 6-1,
checked Houston on four hits
over the first seven innings in
beating the Astros for the 10th
time in 13 career decisions.
Rawly Eastwick hurled the
final two innings for the Reds
and picked up his ninth save of
the season.
Padres 3, Braves 2
Tito Fuentes' two-out infield
single in the ninth inning
scored Ted Kubiak from third,
giving San Diego its victory
over Atlanta. Moments
earlier, Braves' centerfielder
Jim Wynn had prevented the
Padres from winning when his
perfect throw nailed San
Diego's Dave Winfield at
home. Winfield had attempted
to score from second on a
single by Johnny Grubb. .
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 43 24 .642
Cleveland 34 33 .507 9
Baltimore 34 34 .500 91/2
32 35 .478 11
31 35 .470 11/2
m
e 25 39 .391 16)/ta
West
Osoeisitwrtonkit e
Kan CH/ 42 26 .6)8
Texas 38 29 .567 31/2
Oakland 35 36 .493 8'/2
Chicago 33 35 .485 9
Minnesota 32 37 .464 lea
California 29 45 .392 16
Sunday's Results
New York 6-10, Milwaukee 2.2
Cleveland 6.2, Baltimore 3 6
Detroit 4, Boston 2, 11 innings
Kansas City 5, California 4,11
Oakland 5, Minnesota 3
Chicago 6, Texas 2
Monday's Games
Baltimore (Palmer 9.7) at
Boston (Jones 1-0), (n)
Milwaukee (Calborn 4.9) at
Cleveland (Hood 2-4), (n)
New York (Holtzman 5-5) at
Detroit (Fidrych 7-1), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard ,7-3) at
Minnesota (Singer 6-3), (n)




Baltimore at Boston. (n)
Milwaukee a/ Cleveland, (n)
New York at Detroit, (n)
Kansas City at Minnesota,In
California at Chicago, (ni























Occasionally we come across *
4( excellent French wines from
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Chateau de Sequre 441( 
Chateau du Barad *
4( Chateau Graveyron A
4( Chateau Le Moulin 4*
4( All are priced at *
'0.. only $1.99 each. 4
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Explosive Charles 0. Finley
.capitulated to his Oakland A's
baseball players while vowing
there will be no surrendering
of his stand against Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn.
. Minutes before his A's were
slated to strike on Sunday,
after a close vote,authorizing
a Walkout. Finley made the
move that automatically
called it off. He finally gave
permission for Joe Rudi,
Rollie Fingers and Vida Blue
to play.
Relief pitcher Fingers
shared the hero honors with
veteran third baseman Sal















and drove in three runs as the that he hadn't truly
A's beat Minnestoa 5-3. sales.
Finley had sold outfielder • He
Rudi and pitchers Fingers and
Blue on June 15 only to have
Kuhn void the deal and send
the three back to Oakland.
Finley wouldn't allow
Manager Chuck Tanner to
play them, saying it might be




But when he kept the trio on
the bench, the players
threatened the walkout,
saying that action was unfair
to the 22 remaining since
they'd had to take up the
'wide the slack.
with the strike slated for
30 p.m., PD, the Finley
announcement came right at
that time.
-.Everybody gave a cheer,"
said pitcher and player
representative Jim, Todd, who
said the strike situation made
hun as nervous as he had ever
been — much more nervous
than in a game.
Finley maintains he'll win
his big damage suit and also
get the sales approved by the
courts — Ruth and Fingers to
the Boston Red Sox at a
million-dollar price tag each
and Blue to the New York
Yankees for $1.5 million.
lCutin ruled those big prices
and the sale of three stars
simultaneously weren't in the
best interest of the game.
On the matter of the sale,
the players back their owner
even though there have been
many clashes in the past in-
volving the outspoken Finley.
The player representative
said the A's voted to strike
even though Executive







SAVE 41' At Say-Rite
QT Quick Tanning Products
Coppertone
Get An Early Tan - Easy
A Little Sun. A Little QT By Coppertone
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Play ers Association advised
against it. The two were on the
phone when Manager Tanner
announced that Ruth would be
in Sunday's starting line-up.
Ruffian, the filly never beat-
en by a filly, will have a one
mile and a quarter race named
in her honor. It will be run at
Belmont Park Oct. 9.
Prices Listed






















SAVE 1.79 At Say-Rite
Helps Stop Skin Pain Of Sunburn
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Nutrition Labeling Should
Help Answer Some Questions
• '1 live alone and eat those
frozen dinners. Are they
nutritious?"
"My doctor has me on a 1200
calorie diet. Does that give me
enough nutritious foods?"
-Do I have to figure each
food in several different ways
to know what nutrients I'm
getting? Or, is there an easier
way to figure out a good eating
regimen?"
The answer to the question
on frozen dinners would
depend on the hrilad, and the
variety. Certainly, they would
contain some nutritious foods.
To find out, look at the
nutrition information panel.
Then check to see how the
nutrient content of the TV
dinner adds to the nutrients
contributed by the other foods
you consume.
As for 1200 calorie reducing
regimes, it is possible to get a
sufficient quantity of nutrients
from food within that figure.
Nutrition labeling can help
you choose food while on a
diet. Check the nutrition in-
formation panel for number of
calories and nutrient content.
Choose foods high in nutrients.
When on a diet, it's very
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner - Bobby Meador, Mgr.
A7TENTION
MR. FARMER
Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in a employer-
sponsored plan.
How Much Can I
ContrilLite To My IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual
contribution of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
wages, whichever is less. Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each
year.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
important to get as many
nutrients possible for calories
consumed. It's estimated that
if dieters cut 500 calories a day
from their regular eating,
they could lose About a pound
a week.
Nutrition information
panels on food labels contain a
wealth of information:
amounts of protein, car-
bohydrate and fat contained in
a serving are listed in grams;
amounts of proteins and seven
vitamins and minerals are
shown as percentages of the
U. S. Recommended Daily
Allowances (U.S. RDA. To
see if you are getting an
adequate daily supply of these
nutrients, just add up the
percentages for each nutrient
contributed by the foods you
eat during the day. Does it
total 100 per cent?
That's a lot of figuring, you
may say. Even with a
calculator, most people will
not have the desire to total
their nutrient percentages
each day. But you can use
nutrition labeling to become
familiar with the nutrients
found in different foods and to
compare the nutrient content
of foods.
Nutrition labeling can help
you choose a nutritionally
sound diet. Another aid in
choosing your daily diet is a
general guide, the four food
groups. In the milk group, two
8-ounce servings of milk daily
are recommended for adults.
Other dairy toods may be
substituted for part of the
milk, such as one-half cup of
yogurt for one half-cup of milli
or one-half cup of cottage
cheese for one-third cup of
milk; one-half cup of ice
cream for one-fourth cup of
milk). These substitutions art,
figured on a calcium basis.
The meat group includes
meat, fish, poultry, eggs, 8r).
beans and peas, nuts, with two
daily servings recommended
If dry beans, peas or lentils, or
peanut butter are substituted
for animal protein foods, the
should be used in greater
quantity as well as being
combined with an animal
protein lood. Cheese and milk
are also good sources of high
quality protein.
Four servings are recom-
mended from the vegetable-
fruit group, with one-half cup
being the usual serving size.
One of those foods should be
high in vitamin C. Be sure to
include a vitamin A rich food
every other day. In the bread
cereal group, four daily
servings are also recom-
mended. A single slice of
bread constitutes a serving;
so does an ounce of dry or
cooked cereal.
+Only if nutrients are
added, or if nutritional claims
are made for
,
 a product, is
nutritional labeling required.
GREAT SEAL
NEW YORK (AP) — The re
verse of the Great Seal of the
United States shows an Egyp-
tian pyramid because more
than 50 of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence
were concerned with esoteric
sciences such as astrology and
numerology, according to Har-
vey Day's "Occult Illustrated
Dictionary Oxford University
Press
The book also says Evange-
line Adams, a descendant of
John Quincy Adams, was rec-
ognized as the first professional
astrologer in America
D.B.Grubbs
Successful Farmers Do Business
With THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
Rd -Air (-enter 753-4751
503 Walnut
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Apricuiturti
Look for a "freshness"
date on c(4,iry, meat and bread
products at the grocery, UK
Extension foods specialists
recommend. This date can
help you buy and use food
while it is still fresh. It may
be a "pack date," "pull
date," "quality assurance
date" or "expiration date,"
with the "pull date" the most
Popular one used by proces-
sors. This means the last
recommended day of retail
sale that allows enough time
to safely store and use the
product at home. After
you've bought the food, keep
up with the date when you
store food at home and use
those products with the
earliest dates first.
Large tomatoes usually
cost more than small ones,
UK Extension specialists in
consumer economics point
out. If you plan to cut up the




basic to any continuing
safety program. For a free
kit of materials, write to
Farm Safety, Box 7, New
Holland, Pa. 17557.
INTEGRATED
SAN FRANCISCO AP —
Nthocur.achi Terrace, a housing
development sponsored jointly
by three diverse religious
groups, has been dedicated
here.
The religious groups, forming
the Japan American Religious
Federation, represent 11 Bud-
dhist, Christian and Shinto
churches in Japan Town.
Nihorunachi Terrace is be-
)teved to be the first develop-
ment in San Francisco especial-
ly designed for both families
and senior citizens Tenants
will come from all races
SHORT ROWS
0.%1XZg°48.41;k.
Of all the vegetables
grown, the tomato ranks at or
near the top in popularity. It
is a fruit favored by both gar-
dener and gourmet and, like
the white potato, is delicious
about any way in which it is
properly prepared.
Unfortunately, especially
in Kentucky, this wonderful
vegetable is heir to many ills
and even though scientists
have bred disease-resistant
varieties, successful and 'ilia-
factory crops take some care.
According to UK Exten-
sion plant pathologist John
Hartman, there are four
maior diseases that attack this
plant. Fungal in nature, they
are early blight, late blight,
Anthracnose and Septoria
leaf spot. Each can cause
serious, if not total, loss in
quality and yield.
Early blight is the Most
Common and destructive of
the two blights. It can be
recognized as target-shaped Y4
to Y., inch dark brown spots
on the leaves. Septoria spots
are smaller with dark margins
and gray centers.
Late blight occurs during
cool, moist weather and is
also very destructive to
tomato plants. This fungus
disease attacks fruits, leaves,
and stems and can wipe out a
tomato patch in short order.
Anthracnose, primarily a fruit
disease, can cause consider-
able damage to ripe tomatoes,
even after harvest. Symptoms
of this disease are small,
round, sunken spots on the
skin of the tomato. These
spots will increase in size and
M MACHINER 
WES AND SERVICE ON




• 4 ROW WIDE
• 6 ROW NARROW
NO TILL PLANTERS
NEW BRILLION




WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY AU WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 1:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PRONE 2174020 PHONE 153-7152 MR 5 PM




From now until June 30th all
qualified farmer/tractor users will receive a free
Rand McNally Road Atlas when they stop in to look over
our Good'n Hot Summer Values on Case 43-80 HP
tractors. Only a limited supply available, so fill out this














Gardening Tips from Loiter-4,u( ialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
eventually the fruit may rot
due to invasion of secondary
organisms. This fungus is the
same as that which caused the
great Irish potato famine in
the 1840's.
Cultural practices, says
Hartman, can reduce losses
resulting from these diseases.
Crop rotation, use of disease-
free seed or transplants, weed
eradication and use of proper
amounts of fertilizer have
been known to help control
these diseases. Then there are
fungicides like Captan,
Maneb, Zineb, Bravo and
others that are generally
effective against these
diseases. A fungicide that will
lessen the severity of one
disease will likely have the
same effect on one or more
of the others.
Once they start, these
tomato diseases spread very
rapidly. Therefore, to be on
the safe side, it is often neces-
sary to apply fungicides
before any signs or symptoms
of disease appear.
To lessen the danger of
spreading fungal infection
from plant to plant, never
work among tomatoes when
the foliage is wet. Also, there
is some evidence to the effect
that a virus disease (Mosaic),
which attacks tobacco, will
also attack tomatoes with
very bad effects. This virus is
sometimes present in manu-
factured tobacco, and gar-
deners will do well to wash
their hands arid refrain from
using tobacco while staking,
pruning or otherwise working
among their tomato plants.
Get the best deal now on the
cost-cutting champ-
the new Loadstar Binder.
See your International Harvester Dealer.
Taylor Motors
Inc.
























Come in and talk with one of our salesmen; 1.H







U.S. 641 South 753-2617
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I. legal Notice
.4 1bh. 31E 3Fai la 3:71
1 legal Notice
City Ordinance
ORDINANCE NUMBER 627, BEING AN OR-
DINANCE LEVYING GENERAL AD VALOREM TAXES
FOR THE GENERAL FUND, TAXES FOR THE
RETIREMENT OF CITY OF MURRAY VOTED
HOSPITA/L BONDS; TAXES TO FINANCE THE POLICE
AND FIREMEN'S FUND, ALL FOR THE YEAR OF 1976.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION I: For the year of 1976 there is hereby levied,
for general municipal purposes, a general ad valorem tax
of $0.35 on each and every One Hundred Dollars' (100.00)
worth of property, including franchises (assessed fair
cash value), located in the City of Murray, Kentucky.
SECTION II: For the year of 1976 there is hereby levied,
for general municipal purposes, a general ad valorem tax
of $0.19 on each One Hundred Dollars; ($100.00) worth of
bank shares (assessed fair cash value) issued by each and
every bank and trust company in the City of Murray, Ken-
tucky.
SECTION III: For the year of 1976 there is hereby
levied, for general municipal purposes, a general ad
valorem tax of $0.05 on each One Hundred Dollars:
I $100.00) worth of unmanufactured tobacco (assessed fair
cash value) within the City of Murray, Kentucky.
For the year of 1976 there is hereby levied for general
municipal purposes a general ad valorem tax of $0.15 on
each One Hundred Dollars; ($100.00) worth of all un-
manufactured agricultural products (assessed fair cash
value) within the City of Murray, Kentucky, that are not
actually on hand at the plants of manufacturing concerns
for the purpose of manufacture, nor in the hands of the
producer of any agent of the producer to whom the
products have been conveyed or assigned for the purpose
of sale.
SECTION IV: For the year of 1976 there is hereby levied
for the retirement of City of Murray voted hospital bonds
a tax of $0.02 per One Hundred Dollars 1;100.00) taxable
valuation on all taxable property within the City of
Murray, Kentucky.
SECTION V: For the year of 1976 there is hereby levied
for the financing of the Murray Police and Firemen's Pen-
sion Fund, a tax of $0.03 per One Hundred Dollars;
($100.00) taxable valuation of all taxable property within
the City of Murray, Kentucky.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON THE 24TH DAY
OF JUNE, 1976.
COMMON COUNCIL CITY OF MURRAY, KY.




Clerk, City of Murray, Kentucky
NANCY
YOU'RE SO DUMB,
DID YOU I BET YOU CAN'T
SAY I'M   EVEN COUNT












OF KULA - .
1-1ER5 AND t w.c:LE
PLANNINGA ILAG-/ZAIS11.16
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available at a cost of












ls for all projects will
be available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals








= 32 years serving the pest con-
trol industries
§ Termite Inspectiosn Free, =
g Plastic Installed for ground :Si
= moisture, sills and floors =
E. repaired, trees, shrubs, yards
sprayed












Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,




the 15 day of July,
1976, at which time
bids will be publicly







18-583 - The Murray-
Wiswell-Harris Gro-
ve Road (KY 1350)
from KY 783 ex-
tending easterly to
the Johns Road CR
1236 a distance of
3.010 miles.
Calloway Co,- -RS
18-683 - The College
Farm Road (KY
1327) from KY 121 ex-
tending westerly to
KY 1660, a distance
of 1.520 miles.
Calloway Co., RS
18-868 - The Less
Todd Road from KY
280 extending north-






that it will af-
firmatively insure
that in any contract
entered into pur-
suant to this ad-
vertisement, minori-
ty business en-
terprises will be af-
forded full op-
portunity to submit










We hey one sell used air
contlitiesters. Mate 7 $3-
9104 or 753-1551.
Dill Electric
5. Lost And Found
LOST - German Shepherd
in vicinity of South 4th
Street. Has collar,





LOST, WHITE and Tan
Miniature' sheep dog,




offered, childs pet. Call
767-4797.
6. Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.






Box 188AY Albany, MO.
64402.
WANT SOMEONE TO

























ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
WOULD it4U TRUST
your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place






MOVING MUST Sell, 1709
Miller Ave., Wed. and





and lamps odds and
ends.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Rine
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K. froll
Air Shoppping "n t.'







THREE 18000 BTU air
conditioners. Two 5000
BTU. Built-in dish-





BEIGE CARPET - 76
square yards.Good
condition. Also RCA
console black and white
TV. Call 753-6448, 7 a. m.
-6p. m.
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000












7 5 3 2900




and Service, 500 Maple














NEW IDEA No. 3052 row
corn picker. Also two
farm wagons. Call 753-
8940.
NEW IDEA 2 row corn
picker mounted on 400
Case diesel tractor. Both
in excellent condition.
Call 753-5107.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




1966 16' MARK TWAIN,
110 h. p. Mercury and
trailer, extras, used
very little. Call 753-4486.
22. Musical
YAMAHA 12 string
guitar. Les Paul copy.
Excellent condition. Call








iKelley s Termite8, Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Rooches






Plastic put under house.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopeclic or foam.






8300. Call 437-4390 or 437-
4195.
TWO CAR garage door,
buyer can take it down
and take it away for
$75.90. Call 753-9448.
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894. after 5 p.m.
27 Mobile Nome Sales












all electric. Call 753-3539
after 5.
1972, 12 x $O, all electric,
central air. Call 489-2348
or 437-4845.
1972 BUDDY, 12 x 64, two
bedroom, central heat





1971 12x 54 TWO bedroom
furnished mobile home
with air conditioner.
Price $3,200. Call 435-
4157 or 435-4279.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




heater for sale. Call 489-
2247.
I Want To Rent
WOMAN IN LATE
twenties would like







house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.




peted, air condition, "2
block from college.




ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.

















and air, built-in stove,
garbage disposal,
washer & dryer hookup.
Patio. $150.00 per month
plus utilities. Available
July 1, 1976. Call 753-
0053 or 753-7154.
FURNISHED APART-
















34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED house on
Highway 641, 1/2 mile
South of Hazel. Call 492-
8174.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
home, ½ mile from city.




anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.
GENTLE THREE YEAR
OLD Gelding with, or
without saddle. Call 753-
















TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
41. Pubdic Sales
YARD SALE - Friday,
June 25 and Saturday,.
June 26 from 7:00 a. m.-




toys and many other
items.
43 Real Estate
FOR ALL YOUR IN-
SURANCE or Real .
Estate needs. Call -
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263. , .
Across from Post Office.
THIS WEEKS
SPECIALS: Lots, Lots,
Lots, 2 Two acre
building lots on _city.
water. 2 good water
front lake lots. Mang









4 bedroom hr.' II
afth borgeboord heat alt,
dna art fannAN @WI,/




I bedroom 7 baths hog
!orgy family /open
tIr.opinto refen, and dot
g•de elotwheol rarpart
nrIsq• • - tooth )ede ol
ear shopp/na ranee,
Wilton Reek,







































































































































































from 7:00 a. m.-













IALS : Lots, Lots;
2 Two acre
ng lots on • citg•
2 good water
lake lots. Manll








roast brick  
seboord hest uno
family room 1,7,77.9




droom ? baths hos
ferwily 01)41.
O carport and out
Awreithod carport
- south side of
row+ shopping that..
Wigan Raertfy
3 753 3761 anytime
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43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.




5 bedroom, 3 bath brick
home with central gas
heat, cnetral electric




wooded lot. Call 753-8080






11/2 baths, large den with
fireplace, over 2,000





78 ACRE FARM south-
west of Murray just
listed. Farm has older
frame home, pole barn,
tobacco barn, milk
house and other out-
buildings, 4 ponds, 56
tendable acres, and 12
acres in timber. Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main, 753-1222 for all





farm with 125 tendable
acres. 50 acres bottom
land and 30 acres of
timber with 21)2 acre
dark fired tobacco base.
Has old house, tabacco
barn, stock barn,
several outbuildings,
and stock water. Also
has good well, four
tenths of a mile of
blacktop road frontage,
and a gravel road down
one side of the property






NEW LISTING, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra
lot. Two blocks from
University. Only $14,500.
Galloway Realty, 753-
5842, 505 Main, Murray,
Ky.
TWO BEDROOM
FRAME at South 9th.
has to be moved from lot




Hospital before July 1
THREE ACRES with T
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM,
carpeted throughout,
central heat and air.
Built last summer. Five
miles east. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
1973 GRAND LUXURY
24' x 54', all electric on
120' x 150' lot. Air con-
ditioned, fully carpeted
and furnished. Call 753-
5226 after 5:00.
WARM, SPACIOUS 4





carport and large lot.








bedrooms, 2 baths, 4
fireplaces, all rooms
large. Priced in the 30's.
Call 753-4907 after 6:00.




Jim Adorns Food Liners
"Notice...Members of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association
The annual meeting f ̀  members will be held at
the office of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, Murray, Kentucky, Wed-
nesday, July 14, 1976, at 11 o'clock A.M. for the
purpose of hearing the President's report, and a
general discussion of operations.
The Board of Directors in special meeting March
16, 1976, moved to eliminate district No. 9, by ad-
ding Fulton County to Hickman County, Ky.
District No. 8; and adding Obion County to Henry
and Weakley counties in Tennessee, District No.
10, subject to the approval of a majority of the




A vacancy exists in the City of Murray for
the position of City Planner and Building In-
spector. Formal training in planning (including
a degree in planning) and experience desirable.
Responsibilities include: comprehensive plan-
ning for City of Murray; research, writing, and
drafting of maps for approximately three annual
planning documents; advise City Council, Plan-
ning Commission, and Board of Zoning Ad-
justment on matters dealing with planning;
prepare grant applications, particularly com-
munity development; coordinate city planning
with planning in the Purchase Area Develop-
ment District; administer city zoning ordinances
and subdivision regulations; serve as city
building inspector; issue building permits; code
enfoi cement.








Applications will be accepted until 5:00 P.M.,
July 15, 1976.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, fully carpeted.
Kitchen with built-ins, 2
air conditioner's. fenced
backyard, 14' x 20'
workshop. Call 753-7140
after 5 p. m.
Brightly decorated













Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
HOUSE AND acres
12nd. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.







1973 HONDA KAI. 753-7980,
good condition.
1975 HONDA 750, 1975
Honda XL 125. Call 753-
5744.
125 HONDA 1974 model.
Must sell, $185, cash.
Phone 489-2640
1973 XL 250 HONDA,
excellent condition. Less
than 1300 miles. Call 437-
4171 after 6 p. m.
1975 YAMAHA 100 MX,
brand new. No scrat-
ches. Call before 5. 753-
0405, after 5, 753-0189,
ask for Troy.
48. Automotive Service
ONE SET of tires. Two
H60-15. Two F60-15. Call
753-4383 before 5, 753-
4843 after 5.




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 MUSTANG MACH I,
V-6, automatic and air.
$2850. Call 753-6907.
1969 TOYOTA, automatic,
one owner, extra nice.
Call 436-2427.
1970 FORD XL cOupe, red








BLAZER, full time 4
wheel drive, air con-
dition, power steering
and brakes. Extra set of
wheels $3250. Call 753-
2385 after 5 p. m. or can
be seen at Barretts
Service Center, Monday
through Friday.
1968 VW, needs rings and




Le Mans Sport coupe.
Both in good condition.
Call 437-4838 or 437-4257.
ME 11.1. WHICH ONE OF OUK
COLLEAGUE')' AIVES ARE WE SPEAK-
)MG OF NOW?"
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1947 PONTLAC Le Mans,
326 motor, 4 in floor,
specail rnag wheels, 2
new radial tires. Call





1957 CHEVROLET ½ ton
truck, 1972 k's ton
Chevrolet truck, 1973 4
door Chrysler New
Yorker. Call days 753-
4751, nights 753-3447.
1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 in.p.g $325
Call 753-5563.
1974 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
NEW 1975 DODGE D-600
2 ton truck, 900 tires,
7,000 lb. front axle,
17,000 lb. rear axle. Call
753-4652 or 753-8295 after
5 p. m.
1969 FORD GALAXY 500,
2 door hardtop, lots of
miles but in good con-






Can be seen at 504 Vine.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.




with wench, 1950 model,
good shape. Call 753-
5532.
1970 TWO DOOR Impala,
power and air, very nice
car. $1050. Call 753-4530.
197 3 98 OLDSMOBILE,
good, sharp, clean car.
Call 753-5532.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35





Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power, steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call




celleW gas mileage. Call
753-1329 after 12 noon.
1974 STARCRAFT
swinger trailer. Sleeps
six. Stove, sink, icebox.
$1700. Call 753-8487.
50 Campers
1975 16' COACHMAN pop




And We're Bulging at the seams with fur-
niture.
This merchandise must be moved to makeroom for more furniture, that's on theway.






camper, 8' sell con-
tained pickup Excellent
condition. Call after 4:30
weekdays, 436-5310.
USED CAMPERS, clean,
Both travel trailers and
pop ups. Call 753-0605.
l92 STARCRAFT,
Starflite, sleeps 6, gas





Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Serir ,5es Offered
GENERAL BAUktioi
work, white gravel




and dirt. Call 437-4533,








vice. No job too small
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
ALUMINUM DOORS and




and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-








work needs call John







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.















and some yard work.
Call 753-1495
GRADUATE STUDENT
wishing to do farm labor
such as - hauling hay in




When you need supplreli
equipment or service can us
Oerentrog is tyhot we know
hest We have oteosh cleaners
and 051Of equopmenf
to, f OM Of If you prefer we





DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.






or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.










ONE BLUE MALE cat,
one male and 1 female







4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.










clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
RENT RINSENVAC
toe compoct carpet cmo...p


















and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.




FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free







lady to keep in state
approved home. Call
753-6392.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





Collie dog and puppy.
Female is gold with
white markings, 1L2
years old, very shy. Was
abandoned and
desperately needs good
home. Call 753-4307 after
5.
TWO FEMALE and one
male cats, two male
kittens, one black, one
white. 753-3994.
CLEARANCE SALE
June 28 through July 17
Close out Arts and Clefts Deportment
SO% off ea 4110111 arts and tweR1 items and ori Al candles and
media heiders. Take ledvaoteg• of the sovisigsi
Mem mew for birthday, hassiversaries, sad me Christmas gif
Is %MAI* lo the slog. register ter DM house lived ft 575.00 to
be rye* grimy so Saturday. , Jody 17, at 4:30 p orm. Poo mod sot
be present to win. This seas can root I. repeated Swaim el
irtinas meglI. sold to ma* nom her *ow led and lath Lawn
Cerpartonerrt coserne iaco, fa
BLACKFORD HOUSE
11104 Cobilseiri ei Sd
Pkiesa mote from JvI 7 to 1111. shoo mil be epee from 1200




I This alphabetized page sill run sseekls clip it from

































If you do not receive


























Bill Houghton, Rte. 6.
It, ,5
If it has on ngine we
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At Oak Grove For
Preston Evetts
Funeral servictts for
Preston Evetts of Hare Route
One are being held today at
two p.m. at the Oak Grove
Baptist Church where he was
a member with Rev. Otis
Jones and Rev. Harold
Smotherman officiating.
Music is by the Oak Grove
Church Choir.




Wilkerson, and James Hester
Foster. Burial will be in the
Oak Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Evetts, age 56, died
unexpectedly at two a.m.
Saturday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Born July 1, 1919, in Ten-
nessee, he was the son of the
1;,te Finas Evetts and Ludie
Smotherman Evetts.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Gray Jackson Evetts, to
whom he was married
November 30, 1940; four
daughters, Mrs. Linda
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Janice Keattes, Dover,
Tenn., Miss Sheila Evetts and
Miss Teresa Evetts, Hazel
Route One: three sons, Jerry,
Palmersville, Tenn., Route
One, Doris, Puryear, Tenn.,
and Gary Evetts, Hazel Route
One.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Vince, Hillard,
Paris, Tenn.; seven brothers,
Prentice, Joe, Cecil, David,
and Raymond Evetts, all of
Paducah, James Evetts of





Pnces of docks of local Interest at noun
today turrustled to the Ledger & Times 06
M &mon Cu are as toilows
Industrial Avg - 2 70
Airco  32% 4%
Amer Motors 5 44
Ashland Oil 27% +4
AT&T 58% am
Ford 59+%
Gen Motors 69 +4




Quaker Oats 3154 +4
Republic Steel  3111%
Singer 23% -4
Tappan  +
Western Union 17% unc
Zenith 331.4
Pleas of stort ot Weal edema at now
ElYT today, !Installed to the Ledger &
Times by Full iticlagen, Carp of
Murray, wee. follows
IiBl. Heublein Inc 484 uric
Kaufman & Broad 134 -4
Ponderosa Systems 9%
Kimberly Clark 43% -4
Union Carbide Mkt +
W. R . Grace 27% unc
Texaco 27% unc
General Elec 57% unc
GAF Corp 15% -re
Georgia Pacific 51% +
Pfizer 27% A.
Jim Walters 36% -4
Kirsch 1444 unc
Disney 554 +4
Franklin Mint 31% +4
Carter Says He Believes Christians
Mrs. Cunningham Is Should Disobey Laws Against Beliefs
Dead At Age 78;
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Lena Cunningham of
523 Broad Street, Murray,
died Saturday at 8:25 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Grover Cunningham
who died November 22, 1962.
She was a member of the
Union Grove Church of Christ.
Born April 26, 1898, in
Calloway County, she was the





( Thelma) Mayfield, 700
Poplar Street, Murray, NITA..
Perry ( Haru I Wilkerson and
Mrs. Ernest Sue) Savittieri,
both of Phoenix, Arizona; four
sons, G. C. and Clifford Smith,
Phoenix, Ariz., James Smith,
Seattle, Wash., and Harry
Smith, Zaire, South Africa;
one sister, Mrs. Bertha
Anderson, and one brother,




Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
Bobby Witherington and Bro.
Jerrell White officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White playing the
organ. Burial will be in the
Goshen Cemetery.
F'rineds may call at the
fwieral h me
PLAINS,- Ga. 1API —
Jimmy Carter, the
Democrats' probable
presidential nominee, says he
believes Christians have a
responsibility to disobey civil
authorities when they believe
that their governments act
contrary to the laws of God.
Carter, a deacon in his local
Baptist church, also said he
thinks Christians should strive
to respect civil authorities and
be prepared for the
consequences if they do not
obey them.
His comments came in a
brief news conference
following a Sunday school
lesson about a teaching that
Christians should respect and
obey civil authorities because
they are instituted by God.
Carter, who often speaks
publicly of his religious
convictions, did not give any
examples of how his in-
terpretation of the biblical
text might apply to con-
temporary issues.
The former Georgia
governor begins a four-day
excursion through eight cities
today, combining fundraising
activities with speeches to
political groups.
. Carter is scheduled to begin
the tour in Asheville, N. C.
He will also visit




Sunday, he cited a passage
from the Book of Romans,
King James version, which
reads:
"Let every soul be subject
unto the higher powers. For
there is no power but of God:
the powers that be are or-
dained of God.
Who so ever therefore
resisteth the power, resisteth
the ordinance of God; and
they that shall receive to
themselves damnation."
Carter, asked his feelings
about the passage, replied:
-Paul in the lesson this
morning taught very clearly
that a Christian's duty ... is to
obey civil authorities.... But a
distinction is drawn when a
public servant ... disobeys the
word of God.
At that point, it's the
responsibility of a Christian to
ask whether his government
accurately reflects the will of
God ... and if the judgment is
that it doesn't obey the will of
God, then the duty of a
Christian is to obey the will of
God."
Congress Expected To Approve
Stopgap Tax Measure This Week
WASHINGTON (API —
Congress is preparing a
Bicentennial birthday gift for
American taxpayers.
Both the House and Senate
are expected to pass a stopgap
measure this week preventing
a payroll withholding tax
increase from taking effect on.
Wednesday when tax cuts
enacted last year expire.
The stopgap measure is
being rushed through
Congress because action on
permanent, long-range
legislation extending the cuts
is nowhere near completion.
If withholding taxes were
allowed to rise, it would mean
a $245 tax increase for a
family of four earning $6,000 a
year; a $204 hike for a couple
earning $10,000; a $151 in-
crease for a single person"
earning $10,000: and $180 for a
typical four-member family
earning $15,000.
Another bill that must be
passed before Congress goes
Second Semester Honor Roll Is
Released, Murray High School
Names of students at
Murray High School named to
the honor roll for the second
semester have been released
by Principal Eli Alexander as
follows:
SENIORS — Kate Apperson
3.0, Billy Bailey 2.80, Barbara
Blivin 3.0, Bill Woston 3.0,
Bruce Clayton 3b,,L..J)ebbie
Cunningham 2.82, Tammy
Curd 2.56, Marla Daniel 2.78,
Leslie Furches 2.80, Cindy
Gould 2.50, Gary Hainsworth
3.0;
Todd Harrison 3.0, Donna
Heathcott 2.50, Mark Homra
3.0, Brenda Hough 3.0, Lisa
Jones 2.60, Monroe Jones 2.75,
Tarpley Jones 3.0, Sammy
Kelley 2.50, Risa Lowe 2.67,
Sally Matrazzo 3.0, Sharon
McConnell 2.50;
Mickey McCuiston 2.56,
Cheryl Milam 3.0, Huong
Nguyen 3.0, Beth Richardson
3.0, Sarah Ross 3.0, Kamiel
Simmons 2.50, Sharon Steele
3.0, Robert Underwood 2.50,
Donnie Williams 3.0, Sue
Windrum 3.0, Lisa Winter 3.0.
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[heir 1.y Unshed entree Syndics e. foe
2.64, Brad Boone 2.80, Paul
Clayton 2.78, Stuart Cottrell
2.64, Leeanna Dick 2.50, Ken
Farley 2.67, Jackie Galloway
2.78, Ann Gregory 3.0, Steve
Hancock 2.80, Linda Hart 2.78;
Sonia Johnson 3.0, Mary
Ann Jones 2.56, Mary Ann
Kurz 3.0, Mary Ann Littleton
2.82, Randy May 3.0, Deanna
McMillen 3.0, Chris Mon-
tgomery 2.64, Jan Outland
2.56, Lisa Outland 2.60, Emily
Porter 2.78;
Sherry Runyon 3.0, Tom
Shupe 2.70, Teresa Smith 2.54,
Jane Suffill 2.64, Melody
Travis 2.80, Greg Vaughn 2.82,
Steve Wanger 3.0, Larry
Watkins 2.70, Jo Ann Williams
2.56, Debbie Wilson 2.54.
SOPHOMORES — Jill
Austin 2.60, Beth Boston 2.83,
Laurie Crass 2.60, Debbie
Darnell 2.80, Greg Garfield
2.80, Frank Gilliam 3.0, Joey
Grasty 3.0, Kent Harmon 2.80,
Jerome Higginbotham 2.80;
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Jackson 3.0, Bruce Jay 3.0,
Gina Jones 3.0, Claude
Johnson 2.60, Michelle Kelly
2.60, Kathy May 3.0, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
2.60, Tammy Rice 2.64,
Michael Russell 2.80;
Laura Skinners 2.82, Dana
Shipley 2.82, Mickey Spann
2.60, Kim Tibbs 2.64, Greta
Timmerman 2.64, Shara Toon
3.0, Lisa Watson 3.0, Bill
Wilson 2.80.
FRESHMEN — Howard
Boone 2.56, Mitzi Cathey 2.64.
John Denham 2.82, Harry
Fannin 3.0, Jenny Francis
2.82, Debbie Geurin 2.60,
Keane Gregory 2.64, Don Hays
2.78, Vincent Helse-2.60, Jerry
Kelly 2.82, Michael Kurz 2.82;
Gena Lovett 10, Stacy
Overbey 3.0, Mike Pitts 3.0,
Stephen Sears 3.0, Terry
Smith 3.0, David Stripling 2.64,
William Taylor 2.64, Lori Van
Alstyne 2.50, Laura Watkins
2.82, Mark Young 2.78.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 28, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1054 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 50-75. higher Sows steady - firm
US 1-2280-230 lbs 252.00-52.50
US 1-3 230-210 lbs. .. 851.50-52.00
US 2-1 240-260 lbs.  250.75-51.50
US 3-4280-280 lbs 649.75-50 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 141.50-42.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  $401.130-100.421 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs  641.50-12.00




API — Prince Albert Pul-
pwood Ltd planted a record 18
million trees in 1975 in its refo-
restation program.
The previous high was I 4
million trees in 1979
--esnae,••••••••6!





The 4th of July holiday is celebrated with no special
religious significance. This lack of religious at-
tachment is contrary to the customs, beliefs and
behavior of our fore-fathers. In blunt language, some
of them would turn over in their graves if they saw how
we celebrate the holiday.
We owe gratitude to God for having placed our fore-
fathers on earth at that particular time in history. They
fought for human rights; for freedom against tyran-
nical rule. After they won the struggle, they considered
victory NOT as rights won by them, but as God given
privileges they were permitted to proudly participate
in.
What sort of men were Washington, Adams.
Madison, Franklin, Jay, Jefferson, Hamilton - and all
the rest? Watch for the illustrations next week that an-
swer the question it will be interesting Don't miss it...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753 2411
on recess Friday for the
Fourth of July holiday and
Democratic National Con-
vention is an increase in the
national debt ceiling.
Without the increase, the
Treasury would not be able to
borrow operating funds for the
government. The House has
passed and sent to the Senate
a $73-billion increase, to $700
billion.
Final congressional action
also may occur this week on a
compromise $32.5 billion





the Pentagon to go ahead with
production of the first three
prototypes of the B1 bomber.
The Senate had voted to
delay a production decision on
the B1 until next February so
that whoever was elected
president in November could
make the final decision. But
House conferees stood firm in
opposing a delay and forced








was killed Saturday in a
boating accident near the
Goblers Knob campground on
Kentucky Lake.
According to reports,
Robert 0. Brown, 60,
Louisville, died of injuries he
received when the boat he had
fallen from ran over him.
Brown was pulling his
grandson, Timothy Wilder,
Indianapolis, Ind., skiing
when the accident occurred.
According to reports, Brown
was sitting on the side of the
boat during a left turn when
the boat struck a wave
throwing him from the boat.
The boat continued in a circle
running over him.
According VI water en-
forcement officers, two
couples from Owensboro
pulled Brown from the water
and started toward Kentucky
Dam Marina. Brown died on
the way to the marina from
severe wounds to the head and





Democratic House leaders are
pressing for completion of
work before the recess on a
package of changes in House
payroll and expense account
procedures drafted in the
wake of the Capitol Hill sex
scandal.
Defying the wishes of the
Democratic caucus, the House
Administration Committee
voted Friday to turn over the
revisions to the full House for
action instead of having the
committee itself put them into
effect. Committee Chairman
Frank Thompson Jr. of New
Jersey said he was confident
that Democrats on the panel
will reverse the vote and
implement the changes.
In an attempt to clear out
legislation before the recess,
the Senate met in an unusual
Saturday session and ap-
proved $53-billion in spending
measures. They include $43.3
billion for the Environmental
Protection Agency, the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development and
related agencies; $6.3 billion
for Interior Department
programs and $3.4 billion for
military construction.
RITUAL
TOLEDO, Ohio I AP) — Each
year for the past 27 years.
George Spiropoulos, a restaura-
teur, and his brotherm-law
Charles Moulopolous, have had
their pictures taken with a de-
partment store Santa Claus and
have sent it to their mother-in-
law
At first, we were embar-
rassed, standing in line with all
the little kids to get our pic-
tures taken with Santa, but now
were used to it, • Spiropoulos
said
Indians in the Connecticut
Valley regarded the tobacco
they grew for their cigars as
a sacred plant. It was culti-
vated by Indian braves, who
would not allow the squaws to
tend or use it.
Dr. Hainsworth, Dr. Robinson
Are Speakers For Luncheon
"Moral Education in the
Public Schools" will be the
topic for the address at this
week's Wednesday luncheon
program at the United





Larry Tillman, owner of
Murray Memorial Gardens,
was elected to the Board of
Directors of the Kentucky
Cemetery Association at ,the
meeting held at the Executive
Inn, Louisville, Friday and
Saturday, June 25 and 26.
Tillman was one of twelve
members named to the board.
Also named to the board was
Melvin Staley, Woodlavm
Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
The other ten members are
from other parts of the state.
Special seminars were held
Friday with round table
discussions being held and
then table captains reporting_
back to the group on the new
ideas for the cemetery owners
to help the community.
Tillman was elected as one of
the ten table captains.
Saturday morning the ladies
meeting round table
discussions were held on how
the wives can help in the
business, and Mrs. Tillman
was named as one of these
captains.
The meeting was closed
with the installation of new
officers and the presentation
of trophies to the tennis and
golf winners at the meeting.
Tillman purchased the
Murray Memorial Gardens in
March 1975 after moving here
from Olney, Ill., where he was
manager of a cemetery there.
Appearing on the program
will be Dr. Jerome Hain-
sworth, assistant dean of the
College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning, and Dr.
Franklin Robinson, associate
rrofessor in the Philosophy
Department. This is the
second in a two part series of
luncheon programsschoolsin
orrnissuer iuns in the public
Dr. Hainsworth is associate
professor of secondary
education at Murray State and
has had considerable ex-
perience working with local
school systems. He holds his
Ed.D. degree from Brigham
Young University and has
been on the Murray faculty
since 1967.
Dr. Robinson earned his
undergraduate and Ph.D.
degree at Southern Illinois
University. His fields of ex-
pertise are social philosophy
and ethics, and he has had a
specific interest in the
relationship of public
education to philosophy and
other humanistic disciplines.
He has been on the Murray
faculty since 1968.
During the summer session
the UCM luncheon will be held
from 12:10 to 1:30 to allow for
more extensive discussion;
however the informal setting
will allow persons with 1:00
class commitments to leave.
Cost of the meal is $1.25. For
information call 753-3531.
In 1839, an opium war broke
out between China and Great
Britain when China tried to
prohibit opium trade in Canton,
China. British troops resisted
and captured Canton. War end-







low low Film Prices
1:0 S.0 125k 753-0035
DANK NOTES
by William M. Boyd
Those little lines that run
across the edge of a coin are
known as "reeding". The pur-
pose is to discourage anyone
from trimming a Little
precious metal from the coin.
Discouraged about money problems? Stop in and ask







In Shop, spraying of yard furniture-shutters-etc.
Parking lot striping.
13 experienced painters at your service.
We are fully insured.
No job too large or too small.
FREE ESTIMATES
DIAL 753-0839 or 7 5 3-5 28 7
CARLOS BLACK JR. PAINTING
CONTRACTOR
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
******************************************************** ** *
* SHOE SALE *
* ** ** ** ** *
I SPRING & SUMMER SHOES I*


















1 Jim's Shoe Outlet I* ** ** ** ** Southside Shopping Center ** *
* 
MURRAY. KY. *
* All Sales Final - No Exchanges - No Refunds 
*
* *
* 
*
*****************************************************
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